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Magnetic Resonance (MR) has empowered neuroscience
with a tool to investigate the inner structure and workings
of the central nervous system (CNS). Unlike many imaging
techniques, MR offers multiple modalities in one package,
enabling scientists access to a wide range of unknowns from
microstructure to physiology of the brain. In this issue, devel-
opments in structural and functional MR imaging, spectro-
scopy, image processing, and applications are presented that
could expand MRI’s ability in unraveling some of the my-
steries of the brain. These works demonstrate that in spite
of its rapid growth MRI still has much room for further
development and penetration in neuroscience research.

Dong et al. address two of the major challenges in spec-
troscopy, that are, whole brain coverage and sensitivity. They
present a technique for taking advantage of multichannel
technology, a powerful signal detection scheme, to increase
sensitivity of MR spectroscopy of the brain. Furthermore,
Dong et al. offer a multiplanar approach for whole brain
coverage, while taking advantage of multichannel radio fre-
quency coils to increase signal-to-noise ratio in order to make
whole brain spectroscopy a viable tool for metabolite de-
tection. Dr Zhang, in the second paper, takes up multiple
sclerosis (MS), which soon after the invention of MRI, was
perceived to benefit the most among all CNS diseases from
the high soft-tissue contrast of this technique. In spite of its
ability to acquire exquisite images of demyelinating plaques,
MRI has not fulfilled its undeclared promise of achieving
imaging-based diagnosis in MS. In his review, Dr Zhang
draws attention to the higher order sensitivities of MR
images, that are, inner voxel signal variation or texture, to
highlight the heterogeneous nature of MS. He offers an image
analysis technique to pick up variations in plaque intensity

patterns that at the same time can quantify pathological
changes. This technique could become a sensitive tool in
search for the pathogenesis and in monitoring progression of
this disease. Dr N. Robitaille and colleagues have taken up the
issue of standardization of images acquired in multicenter
studies. To take MRI to the next stage of validation of find-
ings for clinical applications, isolated findings have to be re-
produced by geographically-separated teams using different
hardware. Such multicenter studies help strengthen the mer-
its of findings and ultimately expand the scope of MRI in its
neurological applications. These investigators offer an inten-
sity standardization technique to correct scanner-dependent
intensity variations, something that every participant of mul-
ticenter studies has suffered from and for which everyone
will welcome a solution. Another paper of this issue offers a
novel automatic technique, which is both simple and robust
and able to use tissue-spatial intensity information to forge a
more sensitive measure of brain-tissue assessment. The fol-
lowing paper is also from the Robitaille group and they bring
into focus medical image segmentation. Finding the best way
to combine different measures of the image labeling they
survey the primary labeling techniques and forge a hybrid of
them called SVS which is a “label fusion strategy” that they
show being superior to any of the methods examined. They
have used segmentations in challenging areas of the brain,
that are, hippocampus and amygdala, to prove their point
and validate their finding. A. Borogovac and I. Asllani chose
an emerging MRI technology to highlight in this issue. Ar-
terial spin labeling (ASL) is fast gaining acceptance in its
ability to detect cerebral blood flow (CBF) and reliably estab-
lish correlation with brain function. ASL has proven to be
able to offer meaningful fMRI-based surrogates of brain
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function, manifested in terms of hemodynamics. This could
serve research on healthy and diseased brain, in both neuro-
science and neurology. While on the issue of fMRI, we will
read our next contribution from T. Christensen et al. staging
the power of this technique in assessing the nature of at-
tention and its role in encoding information into memory.
This group shows the power of fMRI in demonstrating how
an imaging technique can quantitatively probe attention and
what it takes to offer an account of contributions from rec-
ollection memory and incidental-perceptual memory. fMRI
revealed that BOLD was modulated differentially by uninten-
tionally encoded words compared to novel items. Such use of
MRI in providing evidence in support of models of memory
consolidation and retrieval is a confirmation of the power
of this technique in exploring neuronal processes. Finally, Y.
Liu et al. discuss their technique for automation of landmark
selection in image registration. Automation of registration
of MRI with histology images or EPI with high-resolution
anatomical images will allow the images in one modality
to benefit from information contained in another. Accu-
rate registration achieved by automatically generated land-
marks will help interpretation of images from high-field
rodent images, as well as high-distortion images such as EPI
acquired from human scanners.

This special issue hoped to highlight “MRI in Neuro-
science.” Representative research reports covering the latest
advancements in magnetic resonance acquisition or image
processing, applications in neuroscience research, and clin-
ical neurological applications are presented in this issue.
These and similar works are rapidly expanding the use of
MRI in neuroscience and through this encouraging more
investigators to use this powerful tool in their research.

Alayar Kangarlu
Ramin V. Parsey
Eric C. Bourekas
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Intensity standardization in MRI aims at correcting scanner-dependent intensity variations. Existing simple and robust techniques
aim at matching the input image histogram onto a standard, while we think that standardization should aim at matching spatially
corresponding tissue intensities. In this study, we present a novel automatic technique, called STI for STandardization of Intensities,
which not only shares the simplicity and robustness of histogram-matching techniques, but also incorporates tissue spatial
intensity information. STI uses joint intensity histograms to determine intensity correspondence in each tissue between the input
and standard images. We compared STI to an existing histogram-matching technique on two multicentric datasets, Pilot E-ADNI
and ADNI, by measuring the intensity error with respect to the standard image after performing nonlinear registration. The Pilot
E-ADNI dataset consisted in 3 subjects each scanned in 7 different sites. The ADNI dataset consisted in 795 subjects scanned in
more than 50 different sites. STI was superior to the histogram-matching technique, showing significantly better intensity matching
for the brain white matter with respect to the standard image.

1. Introduction

Magnetic resonance images (MRIs) acquired with similar
protocols but on different scanners will show dissimilar
intensity values for the same tissue types [1]. These variations
are machine-dependent and do not correspond to noise
or bias field inhomogeneity, which both can be reduced
with different image processing techniques (e.g., [2, 3],
resp.). This problem becomes particularly severe in large,
multicentric settings such as the Alzheimer’s Disease Neu-
roimaging Initiative (ADNI), in which longitudinal data is
being acquired on more than 50 different platforms in the
United States and Canada.

Image processing pipelines aimed at extracting tissue-
based characteristics (e.g., grey matter/white matter identi-
fication) must be robust to these variations. Intensity stan-
dardization is therefore employed to reduce interscanner

differences in order for similar intensities to have similar
tissue meaning in the standardized images, regardless of
provenance. It has been shown that standardization improves
segmentation [4, 5] and registration [6, 7]. However, scaling
intensities with a simple linear transformation is not suffi-
cient, since the influence of the MRI acquisition parameters
on the image intensities is nonlinear [6]; a higher order
transformation is thus needed.

Published standardization techniques generally propose
matching image histograms. An algorithm proposed by
Wang et al. [8] stretches or compresses a windowed part of
the input image histogram with a multiplicative factor, found
by minimizing the bin-count difference between the input
and standard images histograms. The window is used to
include only pixels of interest and remove, for example, the
background; this makes the technique linear in the intensity
range of interest. The technique developed by Nyúl et al.
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[1, 9] matches input image histogram landmarks onto stan-
dard histogram landmarks, obtained during a learning
process, linearly interpolating intensities between the land-
marks. In particular, the variant in [1] uses percentile
landmarks, which is simple and more robust. This landmark
technique has been used in many studies [5, 7, 10–12]. Jäger
et al. [13] extended this principle to two or more jointly used
MRI sequences (e.g., T1 and T2), matching multidimen-
sional joint histograms with nonlinear registration. As long
as the MRI sequences are spatially aligned, which is assumed,
no prior registration of the images is required for computing
the joint histogram.

Other techniques use models with some form of a priori
knowledge, such as the technique proposed by Hellier [6]. It
approximates the input image histogram with a mixture of
Gaussian functions and aligns their mean with those of the
standard image through a polynomial function. Christensen
[14] has proposed even-ordered derivatives to find the
histogram peak corresponding to the characteristic value
of brain white matter; the value is then used to normalize
the global image intensity. Weisenfeld and Warfield [4]
have proposed modeling the input image as a standardized
image corrupted by a linear transformation. Their iterative
algorithm then found the parameters of a linear model
minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the
standardized and the standard images, thus matching their
histograms.

Bergeest and Jäger [15] compared four techniques’ per-
formances [1, 4, 6, 13] along with an earlier histogram-
matching technique using dynamic histogram warping [16].
None clearly outperformed the others.

Further, in our view, histogram matching should not be
the unique objective, as it does not guarantee the standard-
ization of spatially corresponding tissue intensities. Towards
this end, Leung et al. [17] have recently proposed a semiauto-
mated segmentation technique that delineates cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF), white matter (WM) and grey matter (GM) tissue
components, for which they computed mean intensities. In a
following step, they performed a linear regression between
mean intensities and used the results of this regression to
perform the standardization. However, this technique yields
a linear transformation, which does not completely addresses
the problem as mentioned above.

Thus, to our knowledge, techniques presented so far
either matched histograms disregarding spatial correspon-
dence or employed spatial correspondence and linear trans-
formations. Our objective was to design a technique that
would (1) use both histogram and tissue-specific intensity
information; (2) provide a nonlinear intensity transforma-
tion between images; (3) share the simplicity and robustness
of the Nyúl’s landmark technique [1], while remaining fully
automated.

In this study, we report the development of our STan-
dardization of Intensities (STI) technique, which fulfills these
requirements. We compare STI to the variant L4 of Nyúl et al.
[1], which matches foreground (FRG) intensity histograms
using decile (10%) landmarks, in two different multicentric
T1-weighted MRI datasets: the Pilot European ADNI (Pilot
E-ADNI) study and the larger ADNI dataset.

2. Methodology

2.1. Pilot E-ADNI Dataset. The Pilot E-ADNI dataset was
obtained with permission from the multicentric project
[18]. Part of this dataset included data from three healthy
volunteers, herein referred to as Subjects 1 to 3, scanned
within the span of few weeks at seven different European
centers (Sites 1 to 7), using the ADNI study 3D T1-weighted
MP-RAGE protocol [19]. Information regarding the Pilot E-
ADNI study can be found in [18]. Subjects were scanned two
times in each center but some data from the first scan were
not available. We thus used the data from the second scan
only, giving a total of 21 images.

This dataset allowed us to evaluate the performance of
standardization techniques by avoiding intersubject intensity
variations and focusing only on interscanner differences.
Making the reasonable hypothesis that subject tissue prop-
erties did not change between sites within the short study
timeframe, a well-performing standardization technique
should output similar tissue intensities independently of the
scanning site.

2.2. ADNI Dataset. The second dataset was obtained from
the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)
database (http://adni.loni.ucla.edu/). It consisted in 795
baseline MRIs from control, mild cognitive impairment and
probable Alzheimer’s disease subjects, acquired on more than
50 different 1.5 T scanners (GE Healthcare, Philips Medical
Systems, Siemens Medical Solutions) using the aforemen-
tioned protocol [19]. Ethics approval was obtained for each
institution involved. MR parameters were standardized as
per instructions provided by the ADNI MRI Core [19].

The ADNI was launched in 2003 by the National Institute
on Aging (NIA), the National Institute of Biomedical Imag-
ing and Bioengineering (NIBIB), the Food and Drug Admin-
istration (FDA), private pharmaceutical companies and non-
profit organizations, as a $60 million, 5-year public- private
partnership. The primary goal of ADNI has been to test
whether serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron
emission tomography (PET), other biological markers, and
clinical and neuropsychological assessment can be combined
to measure the progression of mild cognitive impairment
(MCI) and early Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Determination of
sensitive and specific markers of very early AD progression
is intended to aid researchers and clinicians to develop new
treatments and monitor their effectiveness, as well as lessen
the time and cost of clinical trials.

The Principal Investigator of this initiative is Michael W.
Weiner, MD, VA Medical Center and University of California
– San Francisco. ADNI is the result of efforts of many co-
investigators from a broad range of academic institutions and
private corporations, and subjects have been recruited from
over 50 sites across the U.S. and Canada. The initial goal of
ADNI was to recruit 800 adults, ages 55 to 90, to participate
in the research, approximately 200 cognitively normal older
individuals to be followed for 3 years, 400 people with MCI
to be followed for 3 years and 200 people with early AD
to be followed for 2 years. For up-to-date information, see
http://www.adni-info.org/.
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2.3. Standard Image. The standard image used throughout
this study is the reference image for the BrainWeb simulation
software (http://mouldy.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/brainweb/) [20].
The standard image is a high resolution (1-mm3 isotropic),
high signal-to-noise average of 27 T1-weighted images of a
single human brain, with manually delineated CSF, GM, and
WM tissue masks.

2.4. Preprocessing. All MRI volumes were preprocessed iden-
tically with the MINC image processing toolbox (http://www
.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/ServicesSoftware/MINC) before stand-
ardization:

(1) nonlocal means noise removal [2];

(2) intensity inhomogeneity correction [3], performed
prior to standardization as suggested in [10];

(3) global linear registration (12 degrees of freedom)
to the standard image [21], maximizing mutual
information between the two volumes [22];

(4) resampling to a 1-mm3 isotropic grid;

(5) intensity clamping, which consisted in (a) setting to
zero all intensity values below the percentile value
0.01, (b) setting to 100 all intensity values above the
percentile value 99.99, and (c) linearly interpolating
intensities between those limits. This step removed
outliers of low and high intensities and rescaled
image intensity between 0 and 100;

(6) global nonlinear registration to the standard image
[23], maximizing mutual information between the
two volumes as in step 3.

Left of Figure 1 (red) summarizes the above preprocessing
steps.

2.5. Intensity Standardization

2.5.1. STI. In the last preprocessing step, global nonlinear
registration established spatial correspondence between tis-
sues in the standard and input images. This spatial corre-
spondence allowed us to compute a joint intensity histogram
of the frequency distribution of intensity correspondences.
From the most frequent tissue-specific correspondences, our
aim was to compute an intensity transfer function mapping
the nonlinearly registered input image (preprocessed with
steps 1 to 6) onto the standard, which was then applied
to the linearly registered input image (preprocessed with
steps 1 to 5), as shown in Figure 1 (green), giving us the
desired standardized image, in the standard reference space
for further processing and/or comparison.

Since tissue intensities generally overlap, it was difficult
to estimate tissue-specific correspondences from the global
joint histogram. To refine its estimates, STI used the standard
image tissue masks for (1) background (BKG), (2) WM and
(3) GM, from the standard image. We chose to treat the
background for two reasons. First, each image can be taken
as a whole, with no background removal. Second, intensity
corresponding to CSF is often treated in our downstream

processing pipelines. Since it is mostly similar to BKG, we
found that it was more robust to correct it through BKG
standardization.

For each tissue, STI performed the following steps:

(1) kept only voxels contained in the applicable tissue
mask for both nonlinearly registered input and stan-
dard images;

(2) computed and smoothed, with a Gaussian low-
pass filter, the standard-versus-input joint intensity
histogram for the masked voxels. The width of the
histogram bins was 0.25% in each dimension, that is,
400 bins covering the 0 to 100 intensity scale, and the
full width at half maximum of the Gaussian filter was
set to 10 bins;

(3) found the mode, that is, maximum, in the joint his-
togram. The mode corresponds to the most frequent
intensity correspondence between the nonlinearly
registered input and standard images for the current
tissue. This point determined a histogram landmark
pair corresponding to the input-to-standard intensity
mapping for the current tissue.

To the set of landmark pairs obtained with the tissue masks,
STI added two extra pairs: the first, (0, 0), mapped both
minimum intensities in the nonlinearly registered input and
standard images, and the second, (100, 100), their maximum
values. The resulting landmark set SSTI is then given by

SSTI =
{

(0, 0)
(
mr,BKG,ms,BKG

)(
mr,GM,ms,GM

)
(
mr,WM,ms,WM

)
(100, 100)

}
,

(1)

where mr,X and ms,X represent the intensity of the nonlin-
early registered input and standard images, respectively, for
tissue X .

STI completed the mapping function by linearly inter-
polating intensities between the landmark pairs (piecewise
linear transformation) and finally applied this function to the
linearly registered input image (preprocessed with steps 1 to
5) in order to create the standardized image.

We added an experimentally determined heuristic to this
algorithm. Given large overlaps between tissue classes in
some cases, we ordered the search from largest to smallest
tissue component, reducing the voxel search space once a
component mode was estimated. Practically, this resulted in
estimating BKG first, as it generally had the largest mode.
Once found, all voxels in an intensity range up to 10% above
that mode were removed before estimating the WM mode.
After the WM mode had been found, voxels in an intensity
range 25% below as well as all voxels above this mode were
removed before estimating the GM mode, thereby removing
overlap between BKG/GM and GM/WM.

2.5.2. L4. We compared STI to the following implementation
of the histogram-matching technique described in [1] as
L4, which uses decile, that is, 10%, landmarks to match
the histograms of nonlinearly registered input and standard
images foreground (FRG). FRG is determined in each image
via intensity thresholding. It corresponds to the set of voxels
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Tissue-based MRI intensity standardization
Image

1. Noise removal

1. Mask2. Inhomogeneity correction MAE

2. Joint histogram

MAE value

3. Mode

5. Clamping Mapping function

6 . Non-linear registration Intensity standardization

Nonlinearly registered Linearly registered

3. Linear registration

4. Resampling

input image

Nonlinear registrationMapping function

standardized image

For each tissue:

Figure 1: Flowchart showing the steps involved in image preprocessing (red), intensity standardization (green) and mean absolute error
(MAE) computation for technique comparison (blue). The steps for which the standard image or its masks are required are shaded in grey.
For the mapping function process, we summarize the three steps involved in STI.

for which the intensity is (1) higher than or equal to the
mean intensity computed over the whole image and (2) lower
than the intensity corresponding to the percentile value 99.8
obtained for the whole image. This operation thus crops
the histogram of each image by removing, as assumed, the
background and the intensity outliers, respectively. While the
clamping step in the preprocessing phase already deals with
outliers by clamping the image intensities between percentile
values 0.01 and 99.99 to produce the input image, we chose
to keep the additional less-tolerant limit of 99.8 to conform
with [1].

For both the nonlinearly registered input and standard
images, the intensity values corresponding to the percentile
value 99.8 were first found, creating a first landmark pair.
Decile landmarks, corresponding to the percentile values
{10, 20, . . . , 90}, were then determined, within FRG only.
This operation yielded nine more landmark pairs.

Two extra pairs, (0, 0) and (100, 100), were finally added
to map, respectively, the minimum and the maximum values
of the nonlinearly registered input and standard images. We
thus obtained the following set of landmark pairs SL4:

SL4 =
{

(0, 0)
(
mr,fg,10,ms,fg,10

)(
mr,fg,20,ms,fg,20

)
· · ·

(
mr,fg,90,ms,fg,90

)(
mr,99.8,ms,99.8

)
(100, 100)

}
,

(2)

where mr,fg,P and ms,fg,P represent the intensities at percentile
P for the nonlinearly registered input and standard image
FRG, and mr,99.8 and ms,99.8 are intensity values at 99.8

percentile for the whole images. The mapping function is
obtained by interpolating linearly between landmark pairs.

2.6. Technique Comparison. As mentioned, the intensity
standardization mapping functions were determined using
the preprocessed nonlinearly registered images (preprocess-
ing steps 1 to 6). However, the obtained mapping functions
were applied to the linearly registered images, preprocessed
with steps 1 to 5, that is, prior to nonlinear registration.

To compare standardization techniques, we applied, as
shown in Figure 1 (blue), a nonlinear registration to the
latter images to match the standard image, using the same
technique as in preprocessing step 6. We then used the
standard image tissue masks to compute the voxelwise mean
absolute error (MAE) on different voxel sets: (1) the standard
image FRG, as defined in the L4 procedure above, (2) WM
and (3) GM. Applying standardization to the images prior
to nonlinear registration allowed us, in this comparison
scheme, to reduce any bias toward STI associated with the
use of the standard masks.

The MAE was given by

MAE = 1
N

N∑
v=1

∣∣Io,v − Is,v
∣∣, (3)

where N is the number of voxels, and Io,v and Is,v are intensity
values for the nonlinearly registered standardized output and
standard images, respectively, at voxel v. We note that since
output and standard images intensity scales range from 0 to
100, MAE can be expressed in percentage.
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Figure 2: Standardized images for Subject 1 in the Pilot E-ADNI dataset. From top to bottom: linearly registered input images, standard
image, and images standardized with L4 and STI, respectively. From left to right: images for Sites 1 to 7. Color coding enhances intensity
differences.

We performed t-tests to evaluate the statistical signifi-
cance of MAE differences between L4 and STI.

3. Results

3.1. Pilot E-ADNI Dataset. Figure 2 shows standardized
linearly registered output images for Subject 1 in the Pilot E-
ADNI dataset scanned at 7 different sites. We expected stan-
dardized intensities to be similar. Qualitatively, STI exhibited
a better performance than L4, especially for WM, and in
particular for Sites 6 and 7. We obtained similar results (not
shown) for Subjects 2 and 3.

Figure 3 presents an example of joint intensity his-
tograms computed before (a, c) and after (b, d) standard-
ization. The grayscale images correspond to the natural
logarithm of the joint histograms obtained for Subject 1 at
Site 1, whose images are presented in Figure 2. In (a) and
(c), we overlaid the intensity mapping functions obtained
with L4 and STI. We observe that STI gives a better intensity
correspondence after standardization (d) than L4 (b).

Figure 4 shows MAE boxplots of FRG, WM, and GM over
the 21 images. We see that, compared to no standardization
(Original), L4 and STI clearly showed an improvement in
terms of MAE for all voxel sets. However, STI offered better
performance; the statistical test effectively showed that the
difference between L4 and STI was significant for WM (P =
0.0075), almost significant for GM (P = 0.0674), but not for
FRG (P = 0.2459).

3.2. ADNI Dataset. Figure 5 shows MAE boxplots for the
795 different subjects for (a) FRG, (b) WM, and (c) GM.
Compared to no standardization (Original), both L4 and STI
exhibited better MAE. STI significantly outperformed L4 for

WM (P < 0.0001), with no difference for GM (P = 0.3120).
However, L4 was superior for FRG (P = 0.0239).

Figures 6 and 7 present ADNI image examples sorted
according to MAE percentiles 100 (A), 90 (B), 75 (C), 50
(D), 25 (E), 10 (F), and 0 (G) for the FRG voxel set. Images
(A) and (G) thus give the highest (worst) and lowest (best)
MAE, respectively, for L4 (Figure 6) and STI (Figure 7). FRG
was selected, instead of WM or GM, to avoid any bias toward
STI. In fact, selecting FRG would normally favor L4.

Qualitatively, although FRG MAE decreases from (A) to
(G), a corresponding improvement in WM is not necessarily
observed. This is also shown in Table 1, where FRG, WM and
GM MAE values are given for each image of Figures 6 and 7.
MAE values for GM do not necessarily follow the trend for
FRG either.

We also see that L4 and STI can both result in higher
(worse) MAE than with no standardization (see Figures 7(A)
and 7(C) for WM). In other words, the WM intensity of
the nonstandardized image, in these cases, would be closer
to the standard than the WM intensity given by L4 and STI,
according to MAE. Over the 795 images of the ADNI dataset,
the percentages of images for which L4 and STI gave higher
MAE than without standardization for WM (worst case for
both methods) were, respectively, 1.38% and 4.65%. The
higher percentage obtained with STI is explained by multiple
peaks or wider distributions in the joint intensity histograms
of images similar to Figure 7(A). As mentioned, STI selects
only the maximum peak for a given tissue. This point is
further discussed below.

Finally, for the images presented in Figures 6 and 7,
Table 1 reveals that STI gave the lowest MAE values in 26
cases (FRG: 7, WM: 10, GM: 9) versus 16 for L4 (FRG: 7,
WM: 4, GM: 5), even if selecting FRG as the sorting voxel
set would have normally favored L4. It must be noted that
this sample is not representative of the whole ADNI dataset,
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Figure 3: Natural logarithm of the joint intensity histograms obtained for Subject 1 at Site 1, whose images are presented in Figure 2, (a, c)
before and (b, d) after standardization with (a, b) L4 and (c, d) STI. In (a, c), we overlaid the intensity mapping functions obtained with L4

(a) and STI (c). The histogram diagonals (white) represent perfect intensity correspondence.

as we artificially selected images to display at each MAE
percentiles for each standardization technique. Yet, it is in
accordance with boxplots shown in Figure 5 and statistical
results detailed earlier.

4. Discussion

4.1. Methodological Considerations. STI uses spatial corre-
spondence and joint intensity histograms between the input
and standard images to find modes and use them as land-
marks in the intensity mapping function. While the use of

joint histograms has been reported in [13], the authors com-
puted joint histograms between different imaging modalities
separately, rather than for the input and standard images.
As demonstrated in this study, using such spatial correspon-
dence improves the standardization quality in terms of MAE.
This improvement in MAE can impact the final outcome
of studies by reducing systematic errors, which in turn can
reduce the number of subjects required to achieve a similar
level of statistical significance or power.

In this study, the Pilot E-ADNI dataset allowed us to
avoid intersubject intensity variations. Effectively, we should
theoretically expect that, for a given subject, a similar image
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Figure 4: Boxplots of (a) FRG, (b) WM, and (c) GM mean absolute errors for the 21 images from Pilot E-ADNI. (Original) Nonlinearly
registered input images, (L4) nonlinearly registered output images standardized with L4, and (STI) nonlinearly registered output images
standardized with STI.

be produced for all sites. Compared to L4, STI was nearer
to this expectation, particularly for Sites 6 and 7. Effectively,
we showed that STI was significantly superior to L4 in WM,
while differences were not significant in the other voxel sets.

For the ADNI dataset, STI again showed to be signifi-
cantly better in WM than L4, while in FRG, L4 was signif-
icantly superior. For FRG, however, we showed that better
results did not necessarily correspond to better intensity
correspondences for WM and/or GM. This suggests we
should not rely on the results obtained in FRG, as long as
we are mainly interested in brain GM and WM.

4.2. Limitations. We tested STI following linear registration
only (results not presented); nonlinear registration yielded
better performance. This reliance on registration however
remains the main limitation of the technique.

STI is also designed to find one maximum, the mode, in
the joint intensity histograms. In cases where two or more
peaks are present or the intensity distribution is wider,

due to for example insufficient inhomogeneity correction,
this might lead to discrepancies such as in Figure 7(A), for
which we observe high intensity WM. Although a better
preprocessing may solve some of these discrepancies, we
plan to add further landmarks in the joint intensity histo-
grams and thus produce better mapping functions in future
versions. However, care must be taken to avoid “overstan-
dardizing” intensity variations, especially when dealing with
pathologies, for example, severe white matter diseases. We
will have to further validate the influence of these pathologies
on STI. However, due to the nonlinear registration step,
STI should not be sensitive to volume changes, for example,
associated to Alzheimer’s disease, as suggested by the results
obtained with the ADNI dataset.

Another limitation is that STI has been developed for
brain T1-weighted MRI. However, it could be easily applied
to other sequences (e.g., T2-weighted images), provided a
standard image for this acquisition and corresponding tissue
masks.
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Figure 5: Boxplots of MAE obtained over the 795 images of the ADNI dataset for (a) FRG, (b) WM, and (c) GM. (Original) Nonlinearly
registered input images, (L4) nonlinearly registered output images standardized with L4, (STI) nonlinearly registered output images
standardized with STI.
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Figure 6: Standardized images of the ADNI dataset, sorted according to MAE percentiles (A) 100, (B) 90, (C) 75, (D) 50, (E) 25, (F) 10, and
(G) 0 obtained for the FRG voxel set with L4. Images (A) and (G) correspond, respectively, to the highest (worst) and lowest (best) MAE
obtained in FRG for L4. From top to bottom: linearly registered input images, standard image, and images standardized with L4 and STI,
respectively. MAE values are given in Table 1.
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Figure 7: Standardized images of the ADNI dataset, sorted according to MAE percentiles (A) 100, (B) 90, (C) 75, (D) 50, (E) 25, (F) 10, and
(G) 0 obtained for the FRG voxel set with STI. Images (A) and (G) correspond, respectively, to the highest (worst) and lowest (best) MAE
obtained in FRG for STI. From top to bottom: linearly registered input images, standard image, and images standardized with L4 and STI,
respectively. MAE values are given in Table 1.

Table 1: MAE (%) of the ADNI images presented in Figures 6 and 7, obtained for FRG, WM, and GM.

Figure Voxel set Technique (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G)

Figure 6

FRG
Original 21.27 13.93 11.94 12.14 9.90 8.85 7.87

L4 11.07 9.84 9.41 9.02 8.62 8.30 7.50

STI 9.93 9.71 9.24 8.81 8.69 8.48 7.56

WM
Original 27.89 16.65 12.90 11.28 6.88 5.08 4.04

L4 8.60 7.05 6.32 4.59 4.19 5.04 3.67

STI 4.42 4.86 4.03 4.04 4.40 4.34 3.64

GM
Original 22.61 14.31 11.24 10.77 7.58 7.20 5.62

L4 9.99 8.58 7.52 6.65 6.04 6.70 4.97

STI 8.75 8.05 7.03 6.50 6.43 6.50 5.31

Figure 7

FRG
Original 12.14 11.77 10.10 10.90 10.13 10.29 8.93

L4 10.64 9.70 8.88 8.92 8.77 8.24 7.67

STI 12.05 10.11 9.60 9.05 8.57 8.23 7.32

WM
Original 8.04 9.38 5.34 10.01 7.68 8.30 6.43

L4 6.49 5.26 6.32 5.70 4.95 4.28 4.02

STI 8.24 5.94 5.00 4.11 4.89 4.32 3.69

GM
Original 10.72 10.00 8.30 9.21 8.59 8.19 7.37

L4 8.99 7.63 7.71 6.83 6.90 6.23 5.89

STI 10.59 8.12 7.69 6.70 6.79 6.29 5.49

Best (lowest) MAE values are highlighted in bold characters.

5. Conclusion

We presented a new tissue-based standardization technique
called STI. This technique uses spatial correspondence be-
tween an input image and a standard determined via global
linear and nonlinear registration. Registration allows the use
of joint histograms to determine intensity correspondence in
each tissue, defined within voxel masks.

We compared STI to an existing histogram-matching
technique and showed that STI was superior in terms of
mean absolute error, particularly in the white matter, in
two multicentric datasets. These results demonstrated that
standardization techniques should not be aimed solely at
matching histograms and that spatial information should
also be incorporated. To our knowledge, it is the largest study
on intensity standardization.
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2D: Two-dimensional
ADNI: Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging

Initiative
BKG: Background
CSF: Cerebrospinal fluid
E-ADNI: European ADNI
FRG: Foreground
GM: Grey matter
MAE: Mean absolute error
MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging
STI: STandardization of Intensities
WM: White matter.
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Cerebral blood flow (CBF) is a well-established correlate of brain function and therefore an essential parameter for studying the
brain at both normal and diseased states. Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is a noninvasive fMRI technique that uses arterial water
as an endogenous tracer to measure CBF. ASL provides reliable absolute quantification of CBF with higher spatial and temporal
resolution than other techniques. And yet, the routine application of ASL has been somewhat limited. In this review, we start by
highlighting theoretical complexities and technical challenges of ASL fMRI for basic and clinical research. While underscoring the
main advantages of ASL versus other techniques such as BOLD, we also expound on inherent challenges and confounds in ASL
perfusion imaging. In closing, we expound on several exciting developments in the field that we believe will make ASL reach its
full potential in neuroscience research.

1. Introduction

Until we find a method that can directly and noninvasively
measure the production and consumption of ATP, we must
rely on measuring physiological correlates of ATP to study
the brain at various functional states such as activation and
disease. Cerebral blood flow (CBF) is one such correlate.
CBF delivers glucose and oxygen to the brain to maintain
basal ATP production and to replenish it during increased
neuronal activity. Changes in CBF are concomitant with
changes in neuronal activity, such as those occurring during
task activation, or changes in metabolism that often indicate
presence of disease [1]. Because of this close coupling with
brain function, CBF is an essential physiological parameter,
which is why much effort has been dedicated to developing
reliable methods for measuring it.

All the major methods that have been developed for
measuring CBF are based on the principles of compart-
mental modeling and tracer kinetics. These principles yield
models that describe the dynamics of a tracer as it crosses the
arterial tree into the brain’s microvasculature (nondiffusible
tracers) and into the tissue (diffusible tracers) prior to venous
washout. Different methods use different types of tracers.

One of the main advantages of ASL fMRI is that, unlike most
other methods, it uses arterial water as an endogenous tracer
and thus does not require injection of exogenous tracers that
can be uncomfortable and potentially harmful. Also, because
ASL is noninvasive, it is safe to repeat over time and can
therefore be used to track changes in CBF such as those due
to disease progression or drug therapy. Important, ASL yields
an absolute measurement of CBF and therefore any change
in flow can be expressed in physiologically meaningful units
rather than as a % change. Furthermore, ASL yields CBF
images with higher spatial and temporal resolution than any
other current technique.

And yet, despite these numerous advantages, ASL has yet
to emerge as the technique of choice for measuring CBF at
baseline or during task activation. The main motivation for
this review was to postulate on the main reasons for this
relatively slow-paced advancement of ASL. To this aim, we
first start with a description of the general theoretical frame-
work of ASL including various labeling implementations that
have been developed to date. Then we highlight the key
advantages of ASL versus other methods while expounding
on its theoretical limitations and experimental challenges.
We close with a review of recent developments in the field
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Figure 1: Schematic presentation of how ASL signal is obtained. The first three panels represent the signal from a single imaged voxel that
originates from the control (left), label (center), and control-label difference (right) panels, respectively. The numbers are not meant to
represent real flow. A real CBF image is shown in the rightmost panel. The color bar represents flow in [0–107] mL/100 g·min range. Note
that, as mentioned in text, the difference �= (MC −ML) image is converted to a single CBF image via a function that includes physiological
and MR parameters such as relaxation rates, transit times, and blood tissue water partition coefficient, λ.

that have the promise of making ASL realize its full potential
in brain research.

2. Theoretical Framework of ASL fMRI

In all ASL methods, the proton spins of the arterial water
are labeled prior to reaching the imaged volume. “Labeling”
refers to a change in the magnetic state of the inflowing spins
by either saturation or inversion. Once the spins have been
labeled, and after a time delay that allows for them to ex-
change with the tissue, an image, referred to as “labeled,” is
acquired [2]. In this image, the blood water is in a different
magnetization state from that of the static tissue water. If one
models the static tissue as an upward, +1, vector then the
labeled water is either 0 (saturation) or −1 (inversion). The
signal from a given voxel in the labeled image represents a
sum over both blood and tissue spins (Figure 1, left panel).

In addition to the “labeled” image, a “control” image is
acquired in which, ideally, the arterial water spins have not
been altered, and therefore both the static tissue spins and
blood spins are in the same magnetic state at acquisition
(Figure 1, middle panel). Now one can see (Figure 1, right
panel) that at each imaged voxel, the difference between the
control and labeled images is proportional to the amount of
flow supplying that voxel.

The ASL signal is typically expressed as a fractional ratio
(1) between the difference, (MC−ML), image and the control,
MC , image, which represents the equilibrium magnetization
[4]

ASLsignal = (MC −ML)
MC

. (1)

A CBF image is computed by applying a set of measured
or assumed physiological and MR parameters on the ASL-
signal image to obtain voxelwise flow values in absolute
physiological units of flow (Figure 1). Multiple pairs of
labeled and control images are acquired to ensure that an
average of several cardiac outputs has been obtained.

Since the original innovation of the basic ASL technique
by Williams et al. in 1992 [4], numerous ASL sequences have

been developed. Based on how labeling is achieved, these
sequences are commonly categorized as either continuous
ASL (CASL), where labeling duration is relatively long (sec-
onds), or pulsed ASL (PASL), where short (milliseconds) la-
beling pulses are used [5]. Recently, ASL sequences have been
modified to include background suppression pulses that
aim at suppressing the static tissue signal in order to improve
the stability and SNR of the ASL [6, 7]. Thus, several per-
mutations exist even within the same major ASL category.
Moreover, recent developments such as pseudo-continuous
ASL (pCASL) [8] and velocity selective ASL (VSASL) [9]
have made this dichotomization into CASL and PASL
somewhat obsolete. While recognizing the limitations of cat-
egorizations in general, in this review we highlight the basic
principles as well as advantages and limitations of CASL,
pCASL, PASL, and VSASL, separately.

2.1. Continuous Arterial Spin Labeling (CASL). In CASL,
the inflowing arterial water spins are “continuously” labeled
via inversion through a process called adiabatic fast passage
(AFP) [2, 4, 10, 11]. For adiabatic inversion to occur, two
conditions must be met: first, the entire labeling process
needs to be faster than the relaxation times (hence the term
“fast” in AFP), and, second, the orientation of the effective
magnetic field, Beff, needs to change at sufficiently slow rate
so that the angle between Beff and the net magnetization
remains constant (hence the term “adiabatic”). Theoretically,
the labeling pulse must be long enough for the steady state to
be reached [4]. However, taking into consideration hardware
and experimental restrictions, the labeling pulse is typically
∼2 s. The inversion occurs at a thin plane referred to as
the “labeling plane” generally positioned in the carotids
where the average flow velocity ensures that both adiabatic
conditions are met.

One of the major drawbacks of CASL is the requirement
for a long labeling pulse to bring about the adiabatic inver-
sion. This requirement complicates CASL on both theoretical
and practical standpoints. Theoretically, long off-resonance
RF pulses cause signal loss due to what are commonly
referred to as magnetization transfer (MT) effects [12].
Because the control images do not require labeling pulses,
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their signal would not be affected by MT. Consequently, the
difference (MC −ML) would reflect not only the blood flow
but also the loss in signal due to MT effects that are present
in ML but not MC . The MT effects constrained the initial
application of CASL to a single slice where in order to balance
these effects, two labeled images were acquired, one above
and one below the imaged slice [13]. To circumvent this
constraint, Alsop and Detre applied an amplitude-modu-
lated (AM) RF pulse with the same duration as the labeling
pulse during the acquisition of the control image [14].
While causing approximately the same MT effects during the
acquisition of the control images as during the labeled, the
AM pulses affect a double inversion, that is, no net inversion,
on the inflowing spins thus meeting the requirement of
no change in magnetization state during the acquisition of
the control image [14]. The introduction of the AM pulses
moved CASL from single slice to whole-brain imaging thus
opening new venues for its applications.

Practically, the requirement for long RF pulses is so
taxing on the hardware that most commercially available MR
scanners do not offer CASL as part of their software package.
Several techniques have been developed to overcome this
problem. They differ in the way label and control scans are
realized [15]. In a recent study, Pohmann et al. investigated
the sensitivity of four of these CASL techniques using both
simulation and experimental data [15]. Briefly, the CASL
implementations tested were the following:

(i) dual-coil (DC-CASL) which works as the conven-
tional CASL method described above except that it
uses two separate coils for labeling and imaging,
respectively [16, 17]. Since labeling is achieved
independently from imaging, the MT effects are
completely avoided. However, the need for an addi-
tional transmit channel increases the level of tech-
nical expertise and hardware requirements therefore
making DC-CASL difficult for routine application.

(ii) Almost continuous ASL (ACASL) where the labeling
pulse is regularly and briefly interrupted thus allevi-
ating the burden on the RF amplifier to produce long
pulses. To ensure equal MT effects on both label and
control images, two different variations of the control
acquisition were considered: one restricted the im-
aged volume to a single slice, referred to as ss-ACASL,
whereas the other allowed for multislice acquisition
hence referred to as ms-ACASL.

(iii) Pseudo-continuous ASL (pCASL) which instead of
a long rectangular labeling pulse applies short and
shaped pulses in combination with rephrased gradi-
ents to adiabatically invert the inflowing spins [18].
An advantage of this sequence compared to DC-
CASL is that it does not require an additional labeling
coil and it can be implemented with the standard coils
provided by the manufacturer.

As expected from theoretical considerations, ss-ACASL
yielded higher SNR followed by the dual-coil DC-CASL
acquisition. However, both these methods limit the appli-
cation of CASL for routine CBF measurement as the first

is constrained to a single slice whereas the second requires
additional personnel expertise and hardware work to be im-
plemented. Realistically, pCASL is the optimum choice
because it can be widely applied using standard hardware
without substantial sacrifice in SNR. As discussed below, we
believe that currently pCASL holds the best promise for rou-
tine application of ASL at higher magnetic fields.

2.2. Pseudo-Continuous ASL (pCASL). As mentioned above,
one of the major drawbacks of CASL is the requirement for
long RF labeling pulses, which, in addition to causing MT
effects that confound the ASL signal, are also quite taxing
on the hardware and therefore not widely available. Because
PASL uses short RF pulses, it is less susceptible to MT effects.
However, PASL suffers from low sensitivity compared to
CASL; the SNR of PASL can be 30% to 50% lower than that
of CASL [19–21].

Pseudo-continuous ASL was developed as an intermedi-
ate technique that takes advantage of CASL’s superior SNR
and PASL’s high labeling efficiency without the need for long
labeling pulses [18, 20, 22]. This is achieved by using a train
of short RF pulses rather than continuous RF to bring about
inversion of the water spins [22]. Given that the ASL signal
represents the amount of labeled spins captured within an
imaged voxel, a more efficient labeling pulse and decreased
MT effects in pCASL should be reflected in higher SNR com-
pared to conventional ASL. This theoretical statement was
empirically evaluated by Wu et al. who compared optimized
pCASL with standard PASL and CASL at 3T [20]. The
authors found that pCASL provides a 50% improvement in
SNR compared to PASL and an 18% increase in labeling
efficiency compared to CASL (80% versus 68%, resp.) [20].

In addition to increased intrasubject SNR and feasibility,
pCASL has been shown to have lower intersubject variability
compared to standard ASL [23]. Gevers et al. compared
the reproducibility and reliability of pCASL, conventional
CASL, and PASL based on images acquired on 6 healthy
volunteers who were scanned twice at three different imaging
centers [23]. When compared to conventional CASL and
PASL, pCASL with background suppression showed the least
data dispersion and best reproducibility [23]. While Gevers
et al. study was done on only healthy young volunteers, Xu
et al. compared the reliability and precision of pCASL with
those of 15O PET on 8 young healthy subjects and 14 elderly,
2 of which were diagnosed with early Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) [24]. The authors found that compared to previous
ASL and PET perfusion studies, pCASL offers as good or even
better reliability in repeated measurements for both young
and elderly subjects. The relationship between quantitative
ASL CBF, age, and AD was found consistent with previous
reports, further validating the approach [24].

Recently, Dai et al. have proposed a new approach for
achieving pseudo-continuous labeling of the arterial spins
with higher efficiency than CASL for the same RF power
deposition at 3T [18]. The main new feature of this imple-
mentation is that it replaces the rectangular train of RF pulses
with a more sophisticated Hanning pulse to achieve a more
precise labeling profile without compromising the labeling
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Three-vessel encoding of vasculature above the Circle of Willis. In the labeling plane shown on the right, the ACA is well
confined to the midline with the corresponding flow territory represented in pCASL perfusion maps as green. The territories supplied
by the insular branches of the MCAs are also well labeled (shown in red and blue). Figure taken without modification from Wong [25].
(b) Selective encoding of three branches of the ACA using super-selective pCASL [26]. Top row shows TOF image and the corresponding
saggital maximum intensity projection with the branches of the ACA color coded. The bottom row shows perfusion-weighted images of the
territories fed by each vessel. Figure was taken without modification from Helle et al. [26].

efficiency of the previous pCASL implementations [18]. In
good agreement with the Wu study, labeling efficiency for the
in vivo imaging with pCASL was 81% for the same power as
standard CASL at 3T.

Other modifications of the pCASL sequence that seek to
selectively label individual vessels have been introduced by
Wong [25] and Helle et al. [26]. Wong combined vascular
territory imaging [27–29] with the pCASL sequence [22]
to simultaneously acquire perfusion images of two or more
vascular territories with SNR close to that of standard ASL
within the same total scan time (Figure 2(a)). Applying a
different sequence modification, Helle et al. also used pCASL
to selectively and independently encode vessels feeding into
different perfusion territories (Figure 2(b)). As we discuss
later in this review, these new developments in ASL that
allow for independent labeling of different flow territories are
especially relevant for clinical research.

2.3. Pulsed ASL (PASL). In contrast to CASL, labeling in
PASL is achieved using more easily implemented short pulses
(usually 10–15 ms) that invert spins in a specific region com-
monly referred to as the inversion slab (for a thorough re-
view of PASL techniques cf. [5]). Depending on how labeling
is applied with respect to the imaging volume, PASL tech-
niques are divided into two main groups: symmetrical and
asymmetrical. The original symmetrical PASL, called flow-
sensitive alternating inversion recovery (FAIR), was devel-
oped in mid 1990s by Kwong et al. [30], Kim [31], and
Schwarzbauer et al. [32]. The sequence consisted of two
inversion recovery acquisitions: one involved slice-selective
inversion, that is, the magnetization was inverted only at
a selected slice, whereas the other was a non-slice-selective
inversion. A delay was introduced after each inversion pulse

and before image acquisition. After the delay, the tissue mag-
netization of the imaged volume of the slice-selective inver-
sion includes the signal from the inflow of the uninverted
blood. On the other hand, the tissue magnetization after
the nonselective inversion is expected to be approximately
equal to that of the tissue (assuming T1 of the blood to be
approximately the same as the tissue T1, an assumption that
works relatively well for gray matter). Similar to CASL, the
difference between two consecutive images acquired using
the two inversion types, respectively, results in a perfusion-
weighted image. Although various versions of FAIR have
been developed [5], the original FAIR sequence is still the
most commonly used. Kim et al. extended the application
of the original FAIR to multislice acquisition using a single
inversion pulse to keep the temporal resolution sufficiently
low for detecting motor activation [33]. Although FAIR
is easy to implement and relatively straightforward in its
application, multislice application remains problematic due
to artifacts caused by imperfections in the profile of the
inversion slice [5, 33].

The asymmetrical PASL sequence, called echo planar
imaging and signal targeting with alternating radiofrequency
(EPISTAR), was first proposed by Edelman et al. in 1998 [34,
35]. In this sequence, magnetization is inverted in a thick slab
proximal to the imaging slice, followed by fast imaging (EPI)
after a short delay that allows for the inverted magnetization
to reach the imaged slice. The additional control image is
similarly acquired after inverting magnetization in a slab
symmetrically distal to the imaging slice and thus having
the same MT effects. Proximal inversion with a control for
off-resonance effects (PICOREs) [36] and transfer insensitive
labeling technique (TILT) [37] sequences are based on the
original EPISTAR technique.
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As mentioned in the previous section, several ASL meth-
ods have been developed that, rather than labeling all of
the feeding arteries, allow for selective imaging of individual
perfusion territories. Regional perfusion imaging (RPI) tech-
nique developed by Van Laar et al. is based on concatenated
TILT sequence labeling pulses and allows a labeling slab to
be positioned at any angulation with respect to the imaging
volume [38]. The RPI technique was the first to allow re-
gional CBF measurement of individual feeding arteries.
However, the sequence is very sensitive to magnetic field
inhomogeneities and thus not best suited for high field
imaging. A more recent sequence, pulsed star labeling of
arterial regions (PULSARs), [29, 39] also based on the
original EPISTAR sequence, has used an optimized water
suppression pulse that presaturates the imaging volume thus
increasing the sensitivity of the signal to flow [39]. Compared
to the original RPI method, the PULSAR technique is less
sensitive to field inhomogeneities, has better labeling effi-
ciency and higher SNR. However, the sequences are difficult
to implement and suffer from low sensitivity.

Combining the PULSAR labeling technique with a look-
locker method for sampling at multiple time points and a
periodic saturation scheme for clear definition of the arterial
blood bolus, a quantitative STAR labeling of arterial regions
(QUASAR) [40] technique was developed. Deconvolving the
signal from multiple time points, the QUASAR method
yields a simultaneous measurement of both arterial blood
volume (aBV) and CBF [40].

Although it has yet to become routine in functional im-
aging of the brain, several other studies have reported on
simultaneous measurement of aBV and CBF [3, 41, 42].
Simultaneous measurement of aBV and CBF using endoge-
nous tracers may become an important tool in studying dis-
eases in which the two physiological parameters may be
dissociated.

2.4. Velocity Selective ASL (VSASL). While the pulse
sequence of VSASL contains all the main elements of the
conventional ASL acquisition of label and control images, the
difference is that in VSASL labeling is achieved based on the
velocity of the arterial water rather than its position. Using
velocity selective pulses, a velocity cutoff, Vc, is imposed with
the resulting labeled image containing, at least theoretically,
only the spins whose velocity, V , meets the condition V ≤
Vc. Assuming that the velocities in the arterial tree are
monotonically decreasing, the amount of labeled blood in a
given imaged voxel, that is, the ASL signal, is simply

ASLsignal = PLD · CBF, (2)

where CBF and PLD represent the amount of flow and the
postlabeling delay for that voxel [9].

An implication of (2) is the interdependence of the ASL
signal on Vc via CBF and PLD. Wu et al. performed a
systematic evaluation of the interaction between PLD and Vc

and showed that while the experimental data were in good
agreement with the expected flow values in gray matter, a
significant signal from large vessels persisted for velocities up
to Vc = 4 cm/s [43]. Therefore, the authors recommended

a low cutoff Vc = 4 cm/s for quantitative measurement of tis-
sue perfusion.

3. Which ASL Is Better?

With all the available ASL implementations, the obvious
question is “which one is the best”? The answer is complex
and perhaps warrants a review paper of its own, but the
choice would depend on the application and should obvi-
ously involve, among others, considerations of availability of
hardware, software, and technical expertise, as well as brain
coverage needed and SNR assumed by the power analysis
for the tested hypotheses. Unfortunately, the choice is often
based on availability rather than scientific considerations.
The need for technical expertise and sequence development,
which to a certain degree depend on the type of scanner
available, has hampered application-specific optimization of
ASL imaging.

Generally, PASL has been more widely used because it is
easier to implement and conceptually more straightforward
than CASL. Also, because shorter labeling pulses are needed,
PASL sequences are less affected by MT than the standard
CASL sequence. However, drawbacks are still present such
as low SNR, high sensitivity to transit times, and slice
profile artifacts that can limit brain coverage. Although more
difficult to implement, CASL, on the other hand, has been
shown to yield higher SNR for whole brain imaging than
PASL. While there is promise in VSASL, the technique is
still relatively new, and more studies are needed to assess its
sensitivity and applicability in disease and activation studies
[44].

The recent development of pCASL, which draws on the
respective advantages of CASL and PASL to provide reliable
perfusion images with high SNR, has contributed to a sub-
stantial increase in applications of ASL at 3T. Due to its
high efficiency, multislice capability, and relative ease of im-
plementation without over-taxing the hardware, pCASL is
becoming the best choice for a broad range of applications
in brain research. Also, the potential of pCASL to selectively
label vessels varying in size and orientation without com-
promising the SNR may prove invaluable in studying disease
diagnosis, progression, and treatment.

With the concomitant advances in parallel imaging and
fast acquisition pulses, ASL is primed to become the essential
fMRI method for brain research. However, as mentioned
above, the ASL signal is transformed into a physiological
unit of CBF using a set of known or assumed MR and
physiological parameters such as relaxation times, partition
coefficient, transit times, inversion efficiency, and so forth
[45]. It follows that any error in the estimation or assumption
of these parameters would affect the absolute quantification
of CBF. Furthermore, ASL images typically go through a
processing algorithm that involves realignment, tissue seg-
mentation, and normalization to the MNI or Talairach space
for group analyses [46]. A detailed description of how each of
these parameters and steps can affect quantification of flow
is beyond the scope of this review. Here we focus on
the basic principles of CBF quantification and describe
recent analytical methods that have been developed to
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increase ASL’s sensitivity for detecting changes in CBF while
minimizing the effects of confounds such as partial volume
effects (PVEs) and arterial transit times (ATTs).

4. From Signal to Absolute Quantification
of CBF

ASL is based on the theory of tracer kinetics, which was
first applied for measuring CBF in humans by Kety and
Schmidt in 1948 [47]. In ASL, the tracer is the magnetically
labeled arterial water, which is a diffusible endogenous
tracer. The theory provides the mathematical tools that
describe the relationship between the arterial concentration
of the labeled water and the resulting tissue concentration.
These mathematical tools were the basis of the “general
kinetic model for quantitative perfusion imaging with ASL”
developed by Buxton et al. [48] in which the Bloch’s equation
for longitudinal magnetization was modified to include
delivery and clearance terms proportional to local blood flow
as shown in (3):

dMT(t)
dt

= M0
T −MT(t)

T1
+ f ·

(
λMA(t)−MT(t)

λ

)
, (3)

where M0
T is the equilibrium magnetization of tissue, λ is the

partition coefficient for water, and MT and MA represent the
time-dependent longitudinal magnetizations of tissue and
arterial blood, respectively, [48].

Based on this generic model, several solutions have been
suggested for both CASL and PASL techniques [39, 45]. Also,
based on the timing of the acquisition parameters, models
have been constructed to mathematically describe the signal
from the various compartments within the brain [2, 21, 45].
For a short postlabeling delay, most of the label is assumed
to be in the arterial compartment whereas for longer delays
a two-compartment model separates the tissue signal from
that of the arterial blood. Although numerous studies have
shown good agreement of CBF values with the more con-
ventional flow measurement techniques such as autoradio-
graphy, microsphere method, and PET [49–51], there are
several confounds that affect the absolute quantification of
CBF with ASL. In the next few sections, we review some
of these confounds and describe new analytical methods
that have been developed to minimize their impact on CBF
quantification.

4.1. Partial Volume Effects. One of the constraints in ASL
imaging is the need for fast image acquisition to ensure that
the signal from the labeled blood is captured before it relaxes
to its equilibrium state. Fast imaging is done at the expense
of spatial resolution, which means that the signal from a
given voxel will reflect a mixture of signals generated from
all the three main brain tissues—gray matter (GM), white
matter (WM), and CSF—comprising the voxel [52]. Because
the flow values from each of these tissues are different, a
difference in flow values between two voxels could be simply
due to a difference in tissue heterogeneity rather than a true
difference in flow. These cross-tissue contamination effects,

known as partial volume effects (PVEs), are a direct conse-
quence of limited spatial resolution in imaging in general. In
ASL, PVEs are exacerbated by the nonlinear dependency of
its signal on tissue heterogeneity via contributions from GM,
WM, and CSF in the control image, MC , in the denominator
of (1), (cf. [52] for details).

PVEs can be quite appreciable in cortical regions where
GM can be as thin as 2 mm. To give a sense of the magnitude
of these effects, a voxel containing 80% GM and 20% CSF
would be generally assumed and analyzed as a GM voxel
[52]. For such a voxel, a simple calculation based on (1)
and assuming the relative tissue magnetization intensities for
SE-EPI to be MCSF : MGM : MWM ∼1.6 : 1.2 : 1.0, CBF in GM
would be underestimated by ∼24% [52].

Recently, postprocessing algorithms have been developed
to correct for PVEs in ASL imaging [52, 53]. In the
original method developed by our group, a linear regression
algorithm is spatially applied on the difference, (MC −ML),
image as well as the control, MC, image. The algorithm as-
sumes that within a given spatially selective kernel, the equi-
librium magnetization values and blood flow are uniformly
distributed [52]. For the MC image, the algorithm models
the equilibrium magnetization of a given voxel as a weighted
sum of contributions from each tissue and each voxel within
the kernel. For the (MC −ML) image, that is, the perfusion-
weighted image, the intensity at each voxels is expressed as
a weighted sum of flow distributions from GM and WM
within the kernel, independently. In both cases, the weighting
coefficients are the tissue’s fractional volumes obtained as
posterior probability values from the segmentation of a high-
resolution images [52].

This method yields a measure of flow, referred to as “pure
flow” or “flow density” that is independent of voxel’s tissue
content. In other words, one can compute a pure gray matter
CBF (CBFd GM) and a pure white matter CBF (CBFd WM)
image, independently. For each voxel, CBFd from a given
tissue represents the amount of blood flow the voxel would
have were it comprised entirely of that tissue [52]. As we dis-
cuss in some detail below, this novel parameter, CBFd, has
been shown to be more sensitive in detecting changes in CBF
over time than the net CBF obtained with conventional ASL
[54, 55].

A disadvantage of this method is that the linear regression
is applied spatially thus causing an inherent spatial smooth-
ing of the raw data. Due to SNR considerations, the larger the
spatial kernel of the linear regression the higher the SNR. On
the other hand, the larger the kernel, the larger the smooth-
ing effect of the PVE correction (PVEc) algorithm. This
could be detrimental to detecting localized changes in CBF
such as those found in stroke or in highly localized activation
paradigms. To circumvent this drawback, Chappell et al.
have implemented the above method in the time domain by
acquiring multiple ASL images with varying delay times [53].
Because it is applied in time rather than space, this PVEc
method protects spatial features of CBF, thus avoiding the
introduction of added smoothness to the boundaries of the
regions of hypo- or hyperperfusion (Figure 3). In this case,
the drawback is the time needed to acquire the data, which
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Figure 3: CBF images from three simulation data sets: (a) homogenous gray matter CBF, (b) superimposed spatially sinusoidal fluctuation,
and (c) localized regions of hypo- and hyperperfusion. CBF images from conventional CASL (3rd column) are compared with those from
PVE correction performed in the time domain [41] (4th column) [40], and PVE correction done spatially with a small and a large kernel
size (columns 5th and 6th, resp.). Note that the time-domain PVE (4th column) retains the spatial features of the true hypo/hyperperfused
regions (2nd column) whereas the spatially applied PVE method has a smoothing effect that increases with the size of the kernel. Figure was
taken without modification from Chappell et al. [53].

is an impediment especially for activation studies or studies
where the patient’s time in the scanner is restricted.

4.2. The Transit Times Confound. For all ASL techniques,
blood is labeled at a location distal from the region of inter-
est. Therefore, if acquisition were to take place immediately
following the labeling pulse, not all of the labeled blood
would have made it into the tissue, and consequently CBF
would be misestimated; a voxel containing arterial blood
with labeled spins destined for another voxel would have its
CBF overestimated whereas a voxel that was imaged prior to
all the labeled blood having reached it would have its CBF
value underestimated. To describe the transit times of the
blood from the labeling location to a given imaged voxel, two
physiological parameters have been defined: arterial transit
time (ATT), which represents the average time it takes the
blood to cross the vasculature from the labeling plane to
the microvasculature in the region of interest, and tissue
transit time (TTT), which is the time it takes labeled blood
to exchange with region’s tissues [2]. The postlabeling delay
is inserted at the end of the labeling pulse to allow for the
labeled blood to reach the volume of interest and exchange
with the tissue. However, a compromise needs to be made
between the length of the delay and loss of signal due to
relaxation processes. For regions with long transit times, the
delay will still not be sufficient, and the interpretation of data
becomes more complicated [2].

For certain applications where CBF needs to be measured
at a localized region, the distance between the labeling loca-
tion and the region of interest can be shortened (within the
limits imposed by the MT effects) and the effect of transit
times minimized. However, for many studies, hypotheses in-
volve whole brain acquisition of the CBF in which the CASL
techniques with labeling plane positioned in the carotid

would be the method of choice. In this case, different
areas of the brain will have different transit times therefore
quantification would require knowledge or estimation of
these times for each region. For studies in which the one-
compartment arterial model is employed, that is, when the
labeled blood is assumed to be mostly in macrovasculature,
ATT is the main parameter that needs to be estimated;
for the two-compartment model that includes the tissue
microvasculature, estimation of TTT becomes essential.

By acquiring multiple ASL images at varying postlabeling
delay values, ATT can be estimated via a parametric fit of the
curves representing the fractional ASL signal versus time [2].
Because this step requires relatively long scanning times, ATT
is not routinely measured in ASL imaging. Instead, when
computing the CBF, ATT values are generally assumed to
be either homogeneous throughout the brain or uniformly
distributed within an acquisition slice and varying linearly
with the ascending slice positions.

Recently, there have been two developments in estima-
tion of ATT: first, improvements in technology and increased
SNR at higher fields have allowed for voxelwise and ROI-
wise parametric fitting of the multiple-PLD curves. Second, a
method that varies labeling duration rather than postlabeling
delay has been developed [55]. This method has been shown
to be ∼30% shorter than the multiple-PLD method [55].
Results have shown substantial heterogeneity in mean ATT
values across the brain and across subjects even for healthy
young volunteers (Figure 4), [55].

To estimate TTT, Wang et al. proposed a method that
involved the use of flow encoding bipolar gradients to ob-
tain the ratio of the perfusion signals in the vascular and
microvascular compartments as a function of postlabeling
delay [56]. The global mean tissue transit time was estimated
at 1100 and 1400 ms for two conditions of the bipolar
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Figure 4: Voxelwise estimation of ATT values using a multiple-labeling-duration acquisition described in Borogovac et al. [55]. The units in
the color bars are in seconds. Note regional heterogeneity in group mean ATT shown in the 2nd row. Also, across subjects standard deviation
maps (3rd row) indicate variability in ATT especially in the posterior regions. This variability is expected to be higher in disease. Figure taken
with permission from Borogovac et al. [55].

gradients with encoding velocity of 29 and 8 mm/sec, respec-
tively. The mean TTT measured within cerebral vascular
territories was shortest in the deep middle cerebral artery
(MCA). As proof of concept, the method was applied on two
patients with cerebrovascular disease where prolonged tissue
transit times were demonstrated in the affected hemisphere
[56]. However, the method suffers from dependency on
the specific encoding velocity, and its routine application is
hampered by the need for multiple-PLD acquisition.

With the above general background on the theoretical
basics of ASL fMRI and its confounding factors in assessing
CBF, we proceed with reviewing the advantages and some of
the experimental challenges for applications of ASL in basic
and clinical research.

5. ASL fMRI: Better Than BOLD?

Several imaging methods have been developed that exploit
the neurovascular coupling of neuronal activity to local
changes in CBF cerebral blood volume (CBV), and other
physiological correlates [57]. The most pervasively used has
been blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) MRI,
which, since its discovery in the early 1990s has been exten-
sively used to map regions in the brain that respond to task-
specific activation [58].

BOLD is a susceptibility-based method that creates
“functional,” T2∗-weighted images by exploiting local inho-
mogeneities in the magnetic field due to changes in the
relative concentrations of oxygenated and deoxygenated he-
moglobin (dHb) accompanying brain activation [58].

In contrast with the nuclear medicine methods, both
BOLD and ASL MRI use endogenous tracers and therefore

are completely noninvasive and more readily available. Be-
cause BOLD has higher SNR and higher temporal resolution
than ASL, it is more suited for event-related designs, espe-
cially when absolute quantification is not essential to the hy-
pothesis being tested. Also, BOLD is easier to implement
and does not usually require any additional programming of
the RF and gradient pulses already provided by the manufac-
turer.

However, ASL offers several advantages over BOLD, es-
pecially in applications where slow varying changes in brain
function are investigated:

(1) Spatial Localization. Because the BOLD effect originates
from an intricate interplay between changes in CBF, CBV and
oxygen consumption, its signal is composite in nature and
unable to pinpoint to a single correlate of neuronal activity
[59–61]. Furthermore, because the signal comes primarily
from the intravascular dHb, the spatial correlation to the
actual site of activation is relatively poor with considerable
spatial spreading onto the venous structures [62]. In con-
trast, the ASL signal is straightforward to interpret because
it reflects, at least theoretically, a single physiological pro-
cess, namely, CBF. Consequently, the task-specific patterns
mapped with ASL yield better spatial correlations with the
actual site of regional involvement than BOLD [63].

(2) Signal Quantification. The conclusions from BOLD stud-
ies have been mainly qualitative in nature as the baseline
values are commonly unaccounted for, and the signal is
typically expressed in percent change [64]. The effect of base-
line variability in BOLD fMRI data has been experimentally
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shown by Cohen et al. [65] and Brown et al. [66]. Both
studies reported a mismatch between the change in baseline
CBF and the corresponding BOLD response on the same
subjects and for the same stimulus [65, 66].

ASL, on the other hand, yields a physiologically quan-
tifiable measure thus allowing baseline levels to be directly
compared before and after activation [21].

(3) Power Spectrum. The power spectrum of the BOLD sig-
nal shows higher amplitudes at low frequencies in what has
been described as the 1/f noise. This temporal autocor-
relation makes BOLD fMRI unsuitable for application in
experimental designs with fundamental frequency below
0.01 Hz, that is, for task events spaced by more than ∼90
seconds apart [67]. In contrast, due to pairwise subtraction
of adjacent time points, the power spectrum of ASL is
essentially frequency independent, which makes it ideal for
tracking slow varying changes in the brain such as those due
to emotional responses, mood changes, disease, drug ther-
apy, and so forth. In a recent study, Borogovac et al. [55]
used PVEc ASL fMRI to compare changes in CBF due to
motor-visual activation within the same session and across
two sessions separated by 1 month (Figure 5). The study un-
derscored the utility of the CBFd parameter mentioned
above in detecting longitudinal changes in CBF. Because this
physiological parameter is relatively independent of tissue
heterogeneity across subjects, it was more stable across
time and ∼60% more sensitive in detecting changes due to
activation [55].

(4) Susceptibility Effects. Because BOLD is a susceptibility-
based technique, gradient echo (GE) EPI is commonly
employed to achieve maximum sensitivity. Consequently,
BOLD is prone to artifacts in the areas with high suscepti-
bility such as those around tissue-bone or tissue air bound-
aries, especially at high fields. ASL, on the other hand, can
be combined with spin echo (SE) imaging to reduce bulk
susceptibility artifacts thus yielding greater sensitivity in low-
er brain regions and more precise localization [68]. However,
as higher field scanners become more available, the feasibility
of using spin-echo-based BOLD fMRI is also increasing.

6. ASL fMRI in Aging and Disease

The BOLD response is a sensitive indicator of where neural
activity occurs, but it is very difficult to interpret the mag-
nitude of the BOLD response as a quantitative reflection of
underlying physiology. The effect of the baseline state is per-
haps the most serious issue for interpreting BOLD measure-
ments in disease. For example, in a recent study of subjects
at risk for AD, Fleisher and colleagues have found a reduced
BOLD response in the hippocampus to a memory task in the
at-risk subjects compared with controls [69]. However, by
including ASL measurements as well, they found that, during
the performance of the task, the two groups had similar
absolute levels of flow, but that flow in the baseline state was
elevated in the at-risk group [69].

According to a 2008 review paper by Deibler et al. [70],
during a period of one year more than 3000 ASL procedures

were performed as part of routine clinical brain MRI eval-
uation at 1.5 T and 3.0 T. As mentioned above, much of the
value of ASL imaging comes from its noninvasive nature and
the fact that it can be acquired within a routine MR scan
commonly prescribed to patients.

In general, ASL applications in the clinical realm can
be divided into two main groups: vascular diseases such as
stroke and carotid occlusive diseases [71–73], and “func-
tional” diseases, including normal aging [54], Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) [74], and schizophrenia [75]. This dichotomi-
zation is not meant to be inclusive, but it serves to underscore
the physiological basis for the observed CBF measure. In
vascular diseases, changes in CBF are to a response in struc-
tural changes in the brain, such as carotid occlusions, hema-
tomas, tumors, or the advent of a stroke and other ischemic
events. In “functional” diseases, changes in CBF (in time
or as compared to healthy populations) can occur indepen-
dently of structural changes in the brain or precede them.

In their recent review of ASL applications in routine
clinical practice, Deibler et al. described the use of ASL for a
range of diseases where hyperperfusion can be detected both
focally, as in luxury perfusion, spontaneous recanalization,
seizure activity, tumors, among others, and globally, as in
young populations, or during conditions of hypercapnia, and
reported cases of postcarotid endarterectomy [70, 76].

It is important to emphasize that the ASL confounds
described in the section above become even more relevant
in clinical applications. For example, in studies of stroke and
carotid occlusive diseases, estimation of transit times is of
primary importance [71, 72]. In this case, concomitant mea-
surement of CBF would increase the reliability of the transit
time measurements and would make the interpretation of the
results more straightforward.

In studies that involve comparison of CBF between young
and elderly populations, PVE becomes a main confound
because of the atrophy present in the latter [54]. Recently,
our group has applied the PVEc algorithm to ASL data ac-
quired on young and elderly populations. The largest PVE
contribution was found in the frontal lobe and accounted for
an additional 10% and 12% increase in the age-related CBF
difference between men and women, respectively, [54].

7. Future Directions in ASL fMRI

There are two significant challenges in ASL imaging that
continue to hamper its routine application in brain research
and comprise the main focus of current ASL development
research: low SNR and relatively low temporal resolution.
Our numerical simulations, based on tissue relaxation times
at 3 T, assuming average GM CBFd of 100 mL/(100 g×min)
[77] and Gaussian distribution of noise, have shown that the
highest achievable SNR is ∼4%. High field imaging is ben-
eficial for ASL because, in addition to the expected increase
in the SNR due to field considerations, there is an increase in
SNR that is due to longer T1 values at higher fields; increased
T1 translates into less labeling loss, that is, signal loss, due
to relaxation. Wang et al. showed that, for PASL, the SNR
and CNR increased 2.3x and 2.7x, respectively, for resting
state perfusion at 4 T compared to 1.5 T [21]. However,
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Figure 5: Tracking functional changes over one month. (a) Comparing baseline CBF on day 1 (indicated by first red horizontal line in upper
panel, illustrating experimental design), and baseline CBF on day 30 (second red line in upper panel) shows stability over time. Middle panel
shows the whole brain maps on day 1, and lower panel shows whole brain maps on day 30. (b) Comparing acute CBF changes induced
by visual or motor stimulation on day 30 to baseline CBF on day 1 (as illustrated in the upper panel) is similar to acute changes induced
by visual or motor stimulation on day 1 to baseline CBF on day 1. Middle panel shows the whole brain maps of day 1 stimulation to day
1 baseline, and lower panel shows whole brain maps of day 30 stimulation to day 1 baseline. Maps show similar motor and visual cortex
activations. (Note that this is a modified version of Figure 3 in Borogovac et al. [55]).

there was no significant improvement in sensitivity for de-
tecting changes in CBF due to motor activation [21], which
the authors attributed to increased physiological noise and
susceptibility-related artifacts at 4 T. Because of the need for
fast sequential scanning of control and labeled images, ASL
has generally relied on EPI imaging, which is problematic
in higher fields due to field homogeneity imperfections that
introduce distortions in regions of high magnetic susceptibil-
ity. One solution has been to combine fast three-dimensional
(3D) sequences with ASL imaging to provide higher SNR
while reducing image distortions [24, 78]. Another approach
for increasing SNR in ASL is the use of a phase array receiver
coils, which allow for image acquisition with shorter echo
times; a decrease in echo time is beneficial both in terms
of SNR and in reducing distortions due to susceptibility
artifacts [79].

As mentioned above, temporal resolution is also inher-
ently poor in ASL, especially for detecting fast changes in
brain function due to activation. This is a direct consequence
of the pairwise acquisition in ASL; to obtain one CBF image,
two images, control and label, have to be acquired, thus
doubling the effective TR, which generally varies between
4 s to 8 s. So far there have been two emerging methods for
improving temporal resolution in ASL: turbo-ASL [9] and
single-shot ASL [80]. Because of the complexity of signal
quantification in both techniques, they are restricted to ap-
plications in which absolute quantification is not of primary
importance. Hernandez-Garcia et al. combined a two-coil
approach with turbo CASL for detecting perfusion responses

in both block-design and event-related experiments [81].
The higher temporal resolution was achieved by collecting
the control and labeled images after a single labeling period.
With the advantage of optimum SNR of CASL and increased
temporal resolution, the authors reported satisfactory sen-
sitivity for detecting perfusion response to an event-related
paradigm [81].

It has become clear that, given the complexity of ques-
tions in brain research today, no single technique can be
the panacea of the experimental challenges we face in answer-
ing them. The solution relies on combining the advantages
of various imaging techniques with advances in analytical
methods for better evaluation of the physiological param-
eters that underlie brain function at various states. In this
regard, ASL development is branched in three directions:
first, developing new implementations of the technique that
are more suited to applications in higher fields and can
increase the spatial and temporal resolution of CBF imaging.
At the moment, pCASL combined with novel fast imaging
sequences holds the best promise.

The second is combining baseline ASL CBF measurement
with BOLD, in what is known as calibrated BOLD fMRI [61].
With a separate measurement of blood flow with ASL, it
is possible to calculate how much the oxygen metabolism
would have to change to give the measured BOLD response
[82]. However, until an alternative is found to the require-
ment for measurement under hypercapnic condition, cali-
brated BOLD has yet to find wide application in the clinical
realm.
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Third, because ASL suffers from low SNR, advances in
analytical methods that boost the sensitivity of the method
are imperative. Perhaps more important, sophisticated ana-
lytical methods allow us to ask more sophisticated questions
about brain function. For example, recently ASL fMRI has
been combined with multivariate analysis to detect covariate
CBF patterns that could distinguish AD patients from
healthy controls with 95% specificity and 100% sensitivity
[83].

These recent insights and technical developments suggest
that ASL fMRI is on the cusp of realizing its full potential for
brain research.
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Multisection magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging is a widely used pulse sequence that has distinct advantages over other
spectroscopic imaging sequences, such as dynamic shimming, large region-of-interest coverage within slices, and rapid data
acquisition. It has limitations, however, in the number of slices that can be acquired in realistic scan times and information loss
from spacing between slices. In this paper, we synergize the multi-section spectroscopic imaging pulse sequence with multichannel
coil technology to overcome these limitations. These combined techniques now permit elimination of the gaps between slices and
acquisition of a larger number of slices to realize the whole brain metabolite mapping without incurring the penalties of longer
repetition times (and therefore longer acquisition times) or lower signal-to-noise ratios.

1. Introduction

The applications of proton magnetic resonance spectro-
scopic imaging (1H MRSI) of the brain can benefit from
technical developments in pulse sequences and hardware
advances to overcome various limitations of MRSI, including
low SNR, long acquisition times, and lipid contamination. In
pulse sequence development, 2D PRESS-MRSI [1] and 2D
STEAM-MRSI [2] have been developed to address several of
these limitations and are now widely used. By exciting only a
small region of interest within the brain, both sequences per-
mit reduction in the field of view (FOV), which in turn per-
mits a reduction in the number of phase encoding steps and
thereby reduces the scan time required to achieve a given spa-
tial resolution [3]. These pulse sequences also reduce con-
tamination of the metabolite signals by lipid signals from
the scalp. These and other advantages have motivated the
extension of PRESS- and STEAM-MRSI from conventional
uses to 3D or multiple 2D applications, or to their combi-
nation with other techniques, such as echo-planar spectro-
scopic imaging [4] and spiral MRSI [5]. PRESS and STEAM

MRSI, however, also have several disadvantages, such as
relatively small brain coverage and scan times that are still
long for human applications, especially when used in 3D or
multiple 2D modes [6].

Another development in fast MRSI sequences has been
multi-section MRSI [7]. This sequence features two advan-
tages over other PRESS- or STEAM-based fast sequences. (1)
Multiple slices are consecutively excited and sampled within
one repetition time (TR), whereas lipid signals from subcu-
taneous fat are suppressed through the application of oblique
saturation bands placed by the user on localizer images [3].
(2) Each slice is dynamically shimmed, and therefore better
spectral quality can be achieved than with global shimming.
In addition, multi-section MRSI also possesses the following
features. (1) Full echoes, instead of free induction decays
(FIDs), are acquired, so that magnitude spectra can be used
without employing phase correction. Acquiring full echoes
offers an additional advantage for the reconstruction of
MRSI signals sampled using a multichannel receiver RF coil,
in that the residual water signals can be used as sensitivity
references when combining signals from the various channels
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Figure 1: Pulse sequence diagram and timing for multi-section
MRSI. The Tp is the time for the preparation period, which includes
water suppression and outer volume suppression; τ1 and τ2 are the
durations of 90◦ and 180◦ pulses, respectively; TE is the spin echo
time; Td is the time delay before data acquisition, which is used
for slice selection in the z-direction and phase encoding in the x-
y plane of the slice (not shown); Tacq is the acquisition time; Tsec is
the time for one slice, and the total repetition time TR for Nsec slices
is TR = Tsec × Nsec. WS: water suppression; OVS: outer volume
suppression; ACQ: acquisition.

of the coil [8]. (2) Spacing between slices avoids the signal
cancellation caused by “crosstalk” between adjacent slices.

The conventional implementation of multisection MRSI
technique [7] also has attendant problems, however. The
spacing required between slices fails to acquire information
throughout the entire imaging volume, not only losing
important information but also creating difficulties for the
coregistration of high-resolution MRI images with the MRSI
data, which is important for the segmentation of MRSI slices
and the analysis of the MRSI data. Although the use of a
288 ms echo time (TE) is necessary to accommodate the full
number of echoes for 512 data points at a sampling rate of
2000 Hz, it also lowers the SNR and requires a long TR of
2.3 seconds to sample phase-encoded signals from 4 slices.
Because each TR is “full” (Figure 1), any further increase in
the number of slices is possible only by linearly increasing
the TR, which undermines the “fast” feature of the pulse
sequence. The limited number of slices also limits the volume
coverage, requiring an increase in slice thickness and a trade-
off with compromising spatial resolution to cover a larger
volume with the same 4 slices.

Hardware development, and the use of multichannel
coils in particular, has benefitted the applications of 1H
MRSI. The initial and conventional application of multi-
channel coils in MRS was to improve SNR [9–12], as the
array of surface coils provides superior sensitivity compared
with more conventional quadrature volume coils [10]. In
recent years, parallel MRSI has employed multichannel coils
to accelerate data acquisition [13]. The gains in SNR or the
reduction in scan time, though valuable in their own right,
can be further traded for other potential advantages, such as
spatial resolution of MRSI [14].

We note that the limitations of multi-section MRSI are
not caused by intrinsic disadvantages of the sequence, but
rather are the consequence of technical limitations and com-
promises that can be addressed powerfully using multichan-
nel coil technology. We hypothesize that the use of multi-
channel coil technology for multi-section spectroscopic im-

aging can eliminate the need for gaps between slices and
permit an increase in the number of slices without resorting
to longer acquisition times or lower spatial resolution for
improved brain coverage. Therefore, our aim in this report
is to synergize the multi-section spectroscopic imaging (SI)
pulse sequence [7] with multichannel coil technology to
realize whole brain metabolite mapping by removing the
gaps between slices and increasing the number of slices
without resorting to trading off longer TRs and therefore
longer acquisition times or poorer spatial resolution for more
brain coverage.

2. Methods

2.1. MRSI Sequence. The timing of the simplified RF pulse
sequence for multi-section MRSI is schematically shown in
Figure 1. Tp is the time for the preparation period, which
includes water suppression and outer volume suppression; τ1

and τ2, are the durations of 90◦ and 180◦ pulses, respectively;
TE is the spin echo time; Td is the time delay before data
acquisition, which is used for slice selection in the z-direction
and phase encoding in the x-y plane of the slice (not shown);
Tacq is the acquisition time; Tsec is the time for one slice; the
total repetition time TR forN slices is TR = Tsec× Nsec. The
timing of the sequence is determined by hardware capacities
and practical considerations. The times of Tp and Td, as well
as τ1 and τ2 for example, relate to the hardware and are
optimized to the shortest possible times during the design
of the pulse sequence. They are treated as constants in this
application. Tacq and Nsec are variables selected by the users.
Tacq equals N/SW, where N is the number of data points in
the echo and SW is the spectral width, both of which are
determined by practical considerations and compromises.
For example, one way to reduce scan time, Tsec, is to reduce
the TE, which is possible by reducing Tacq. Increasing spectral
width can reduceTacq,but does so at the expense of increasing
noise. Reducing N reduces Tacq, but it will reduce the spectral
resolution and produce truncation effects, as the acquisition
may begin after the echo signal is fully built up and end
before the echo signal is fully decayed, as shown in the dashed
box in Figure 1. Although zero-padding the truncated echo
prior to Fourier transformation may improve the spectral
resolution, it will also produce wiggling in the spectrum.
Both low digital resolution and wiggling will hinder spectral
fitting in the frequency domain [15]. All these factors
considered, SW and N were conventionally designated to be
1000 Hz and 256, respectively, for a 1.5T scanner [7] and
2000 Hz and 512 for 3T scanners. With these parameters,
and for PE = 32 × 32 and Nsec = 4, the TE is 280 ms,
yielding a Tsec of 575 ms, TR = 2300 ms, and a scan time of 30
minutes. Together with preparation time, including slice and
outer volume suppression (OVS) band prescription, shimm-
ing, and prescanning, the scan time totals 50 min. Further in-
creasing the number of slices will proportionally increase the
scan time.

We reduced the number of data points in the echoes
acquired on a 3T scanner from 512 to 256, so that 7 slices will
be covered in a TR of 2300 ms. To avoid the disadvantage of
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low spectral resolution and the truncation effects on spectral
fitting in the frequency domain associated with acquisition
of a limited number of data points, we adopted an algorithm
of spectral fitting in the time domain. Those details will be
described below under Data Processing section.

2.2. Computer Simulation. We performed computer simu-
lations to compare the effects of spectral fitting algorithms
on signal truncation in the time domain and spectral reso-
lution or sinc wiggles in the frequency domain. The signal
simulated the 3 singlets of Ch, Cr, and NAA with amplitudes
of 24, 36, and 48 (a.u.), respectively. The linewidth was
10 Hz for either a Lorentzian or Gaussian lineshape. For a
Voigtian lineshape, the Lorentzian decay was 2.5 Hz, and
the Gaussian decay was 7.5 Hz for all three lines. Spectral
width was 2000 Hz, the number of data points in the echo
was 256, and it was zero-filled to 512 or 1024. We also
conducted a Monte Carlo simulation for signal fitting in the
time domain and compared the standard deviations of the
estimated amplitudes with their Cramer Rao Lower Bounds
(CRLBs), a benchmark for assessing the accuracy of spectral
fitting algorithms.

2.3. MR Data Acquisition. We carried out all MR measure-
ments on a spectroscopic phantom and on 3 human volunz-
teers, respectively, using a whole body 3T scanner (Signa
HDx 3.0T, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI), equipped with
a quadrature transmit/receive head coil, and an 8-channel
receive-only head coil. First, we acquired scout images
using a commercial gradient recalled echo-based 3-planar
MRI sequence and then prescribed the localizer images of
the MRSI slices, which were in axial plane for phantom
scans and in an oblique axial plane parallel to the anterior
commissure-posterior commissure line in human subjects.
Then, we localized the MRSI slices by copying the location
of the localizer images and acquired MRSI data using the
multiplanar MRSI pulse sequence [7]. The number of slices,
the slice thickness, and spacing varied in accord with those
of different MRSI sessions (vide infra). However, typical
parameters of the MRSI pulse sequence were as follows for
both the phantom and human subjects: number of slices = 7;
slice thickness = 10 mm; spacing between slices = 4 or 0 mm;
nominal number of phase encodings (PEs) = 16 × 16 or
32 × 32; TR/TE = 2300/144 ms; spectral width = 2000 Hz;
number of data points in the echo = 256. The duration
of an MRSI scan was 8 or 30 minutes, depending on the
number of PEs. Total scan time including MRI localizer,
MRSI slice prescription, OVS band placement, and field
shimming was about 26 or 50 minutes. When repeating
the MRSI scans with different slice spacings, we changed
only the spacing but not the position of the central (4th)
slice. Therefore, we used signals from this slice to assess the
effects of differing slice spacings on the “crosstalk” between
slices. For each MRSI scan with a differing spacing between
slices, we performed an autoprescan for field shimming and
transmitter gain optimization. Then receiver gains (RGs)
were manually adjusted if needed to retain the same RG
values for all MRSI scans. The protocol was approved by the

Institutional Review Board of the New York State Psychiatric
Institute. Written informed consent was obtained from each
human participant.

2.4. Data Processing

2.4.1. Combination of Multichannel Data. The k-space MRSI
data from individual coil elements were transformed to the
image domain using a 2D spatial Fourier transform after
spatial filtering that used a Hamming window function. The
data from the multiple coil elements were combined using
the following procedures.

(1) Water Signal Removal. We used a matrix-pencil-method-
based procedure [16] to decompose the signal, identify water
components by their frequencies, and remove them from
the signal [16]. This method was able to remove water
signal almost completely (>98%) without interfering with
the metabolite signals of interest.

(2) Removal of Corrupted Points. We replaced the first 6 echo
data points [17], which were corrupted by the activation of
the analogue-to-digit converter, with 6 extrapolated points
derived from signal parameters that were estimated from the
uncorrupted data points using the matrix pencil method.

(3) Data Apodization. We next multiplied the cleaned echo
data by a Gaussian function, G(t) = e−βt2

, to suppress noise
and reduce baseline distortion, albeit at the expense of line
broadening. The line broadening was 10 Hz for phantom
data and 4 Hz for in vivo data.

(4) Phase Alignment. We eliminated voxelwise phase differ-
ences in echoes from individual coil elements by subtracting
the phases at the top of their echoes.

(5) Weighted Summation. We summed the phase-aligned
echoes using weighting factors that were proportional to
the echo amplitudes and inversely proportional to the noise
levels of the coil elements. Noise levels were determined
by measuring the standard deviations of the data points in
the signal-free regions of the frequency domain spectra of a
phantom.

2.4.2. Spectral Fitting. We quantified the spectral compo-
nents using the following general model function to fit the
echoes:

S(t) =
M∑

m=1

Ame
i(2π fmt+ϕm)e−αm|t|−βmt

2
, (1)

where Am, fm, ϕm, and αm represent the amplitude, frequency,
phase, and Lorentzian decay of peak m, respectively; βm is the
Gaussian decay. Note that the t runs from −dt · N/2 to dt ·
(N/2−1), where dt is dwell time and N is the number of data
points in the echo. Note also that when fitting the spectrum
with a pure Lorentzian model, we set βm to be zeros; when
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Table 1: Comparisons of signal amplitudes acquired on a phantom
with or without spacing between slices. Means and SD were
calculated using (2). n is the number of selected voxels in the 4th
slice. The TR was 2.3 s for tests 1 and 2, and 3.0 s for test 3. The
labeled concentrations for NAA, Cr, and Cho were 12.5, 10.0, and
3.0 mM, respectively.

Test
NAA

(mean ± SD)
Cr

(mean ± SD)
Cho

(mean ± SD)

1 (n = 47) 1.26%± 4.16% 1.71%± 3.23% 1.05%± 5.82%

2 (n = 39) 0.51%± 4.22% 0.07%± 6.15% −0.47%±4.17%

3 (n = 49) 0.47%± 3.29% −1.73%±4.43% −0.84%±4.82%

fitting the spectrum with pure Gaussian model, we set the αm
to be zeros; when fitting the spectrum with a Voigtian model,
we set the βm to be the same for all M peaks.

Further notes are warranted for the process of spectral
fitting. The signal parameters in (1) were determined using a
nonlinear least squares fitting routine in Matlab (2007a, The
MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts). To ensure that these
parameters were real numbers, the real parts and imaginary
parts of both the model function in (1) and the measured
echo signal were concatenated, respectively, to form real-
number series. It is important to determine accurately the
initial values for Am, fm, and αm, as well as the number of
peaks, to ensure the robustness of the fitting. They were
estimated from the magnitude spectrum obtained by zero-
padding the echo to 4096 points and then performing FFT,
whereas the global initial phase was obtained by the phase of
the top point of the echo.

2.4.3. Comparing Data Acquired with or without Slice Spacing.
The influence of acquiring contiguous slices on signal
intensity was determined by comparing signal amplitudes
from the two scans with or without spacing between slices.
We selected voxels from a region within the brain in the
4th slice whose location was the same for the scans with
or without spacing. The amplitudes of the m-th signal
components (peak areas in the frequency domain), Am,
were used to calculate the relative differences of the signals
obtained with or without spacing

dm =
(
Am,w·sp − Am,wo·sp

)
Am,w·sp

. (2)

We used the means and standard deviations (S.D.) of the d’s
to evaluate the reductions in signal caused by the “crosstalk”
introduced between slices when spacing was removed.

3. Results

3.1. Comparing Signals with and without Spacing between
Slices. Tables 1 and 2 show the relative differences of the
amplitudes, calculated using (2), of the phantom and in vivo
MRS signals acquired with and without spacing between
slices. The phantom data did not show significant differences
in these values (Table 1). The mean values of the differences
in amplitudes (or the signal reduction) caused by the

Table 2: Comparisons of signal amplitudes acquired on a human
subject with or without spacing between slices. Means and SD were
calculated using (2). n is the number of selected voxels in the 4th
slice. The TR was 2.3 s for tests 1 and 2, and 3.0 s for test 3.

Test
NAA

(mean ± SD)
Cr

(mean ± SD)
Cho

(mean ± SD)

1 (n = 34) 2.50%± 4.47% 7.30%± 4.09% 2.94%± 9.71%

2 (n = 35) 7.33%± 4.24% 1.56%± 6.23% 5.63%± 6.64%

3 (n = 38) 2.80%± 5.95% 3.04%± 8.07% 2.52%± 10.0%

Table 3: Relative errors (%) of spectral fitting of the simulated
signal in the frequency domain, caused by truncation effects and
by wiggles, respectively.

Lineshape
Original 256 points Zero-padding to 1024 points

NAA Cr Ch NAA Cr Ch

Lorentzian 4.72 2.04 4.34 4.29 3.23 0.82

Gaussian 4.06 0.19 1.72 4.38 2.10 0.44

Voigtian 8.45 15.31 6.07 7.00 9.33 0.59

“crosstalk” in the in vivo data was <7.5% for the first two
tests, when TR = 2.3 s. On the average, the signal reduction
was smaller for the third test when TR = 3.0 s (Table 2).

3.2. Comparison of Spectral Fitting in the Time and Frequency
Domains. Errors can be as large as 4% when fitting the
noise-free original data in the frequency domain with a
Lorentzian or Gaussian lineshape, or up to 15% for fitting
data with a Voigtian lineshape (Table 3). These errors are
the consequence of low spectral resolution and a (Voigtian)
model mismatch in the frequency domain. When fitting
the zero-padded signals (from the original 256 to 1024
points) in the frequency domain, errors were of the same
order, whereas errors were reduced to zero when fitting
the spectrum with the original 1024 points. This finding
indicates that errors using padded signals are caused by
wiggles (Figure 2). In contrast, when fitting the original
256 points of noise-free signals in the time domain, the
signals can be perfectly recovered, regardless of whether the
line shapes are Lorentzian, Gaussian, or Voigtian. Monte
Carlo simulations with 400 noise realizations added to the
256 points time domain signals revealed that the estimated
amplitudes of NAA, Cr, and Ch approximated the true values
for all three lineshapes. The SDs of the Lorentzian and
Voigtian lineshapes were less than 2 times the Cramér-Rao
Lower Bounds (CRLBs), whereas the SDs of the Gaussian line
shapes were approximately 1.5 times the CRLB (Table 4).

3.3. Combination of Multichannel Signals. The phase dif-
ferences caused by the differing positions of coil elements
were eliminated, yielding perfect alignment of the array
signals in the frequency domain and thereby enhancing SNR
(Figure 3).

3.4. Spectral Fitting and Metabolite Maps. The performance
of spectral fitting of the data of 256 points in the time domain
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Figure 2: Simulated echo with 256 data points and its spectrum obtained with 1024 data points (upper). The time and frequency domain
fitting algorithms can fully recover each of them. However, when fitting the spectrum with 256 data points, or when the spectrum was zero-
filled from 256 to 1024 data points, sizeable errors are evident as a consequence of either low spectral resolution or truncation effects, which
manifest as wiggles in the spectrum after zero-filling (lower).

Table 4: Results of Monte Carlo study of the estimated amplitudes
(mean ± SD). The true values of NAA, Cr, and Ch are 48, 36,
and 24, respectively; the CRLBs are 0.1574, 0.1288, and 0.1858 for
Lorentzian, Gaussian, and Voigtian, respectively.

Lineshape NAA Cr Ch

Lorentzian 47.99± 0.27 35.99± 0.31 24.02± 0.30

Gaussian 48.00± 0.18 36.00± 0.19 24.00± 0.19

Voigtian 48.00± 0.37 36.00± 0.40 24.00± 0.38

is further demonstrated using in vivo data. An example of
the spectral fitting is shown in Figure 4, in the form of an
absolute spectrum. The whole brain MRSI of NAA is shown
in Figure 5, overlaid on their localizer images. Similar results
were obtained for the other two subjects.

4. Discussion

We reported herein improvements of the well-known and
widely used multi-section MRSI technique. The modified
pulse sequence has several important advantages over its
standard implementation: (1) it eliminates spacing between
slices; (2) it allows increase in the number of slices (in
our study from 4 to 7) without the expense of increasing
scan time; (3) it permits a reduction in slice thickness and
therefore improves spatial resolution, which can be achieved

without the expense of reducing overall volume coverage
because of the increased number of slices that are acquired;
(4) it employs a multichannel coil for data acquisition to
improve SNR. It also employs fitting of the severely truncated
full echo in the time domain. These improvements make the
multi-section MRSI technique more diagnostically valuable.

Compared with the performance of the original MRSI
pulse sequence, each modification individually can have its
own unique advantages, limitations, and challenges. Spacing
between slices, for example, was introduced in the original
implementation of the sequence to avoid “crosstalk” between
adjacent slices, a phenomenon of signal interference caused
by the imperfect slice profiles in which edges are not
clearcut but instead interlace with one another. “Crosstalk”
can cause signal loss and thus reduce SNR. Slice spacing,
however, comes at the expense of information loss from
the volumes between slices that are not imaged, which can
be as large as 30% of the total MRS imaging volume. This
reduced volume of coverage also reduces overall spatial
resolution. The reduction in signal caused by eliminating
spacing between slices was less than 10% in vivo using our
modified MRSI sequence (Table 2). This loss of signal would
be regarded as substantial if the SNR of the original signal
was low, but it is in fact an inconsequential loss when using
an 8-channel multichannel coil array, which typically dou-
bles SNR compared with use of a standard quadrature coil
[8, 11, 12]. Therefore, even with a 10% signal reduction
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Figure 3: Examples of the combination of in vivo signals from a
multichannel coil array. Upper: phase alignment displays the real
parts of the spectra without phase correction. Lower: a combined
spectrum (red) and a channel spectrum with the highest SNR,
shown in absolute mode. The SNRs of the combined spectrum and
the channel spectrum with the highest SNR were 77.8 and 46.1,
respectively.

1234

Freq/ppm
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Ch  Cr

Figure 4: An example of spectral fitting of the in vivo data in
the time domain for 256 data points, displayed in the frequency
domain and absolute mode. Shown in colors are the individual
fitted spectral lines overlaid on the measured spectrum in black.
The excellent fitting supports the merit of spectral fitting in the time
domain.

caused by “crosstalk” from contiguous slices, the SNR using
a multichannel coil in conjunction with our modified se-
quence is still much higher than the SNR when using a
standard quadrature head coil without “crosstalk” (Figure 4).
We note, in fact, that increasing the number of slices from 4
to 7 can actually help to reduce the “crosstalk” across slices,
because interleaved slice excitations are separated temporally
by at most one interval if the number of slices is 4 (i.e., 1-3-
2-4), whereas with 7 slices, the temporal interleave can be 2

or 3 intervals for adjacent slices (e.g., 1-3-5-7-2-4-6, where
slices 1 and 2 are temporally separated by 3 intervals, slices 4
and 5 are separated by 2 intervals, and so on). In addition,
the reduction in slice thickness theoretically would lead
directly to a proportional reduction in SNR when shimming
is perfect. In reality, however, and especially in regions near
air-tissue interfaces, the effect of reduced volumes in each
slice on SNR is not linear because smaller volumes come
with narrower line widths. Consequently, we did not observe
significant signal drop-out in regions of air-tissue interface
within the lower frontal lobe (Figure 5). Thus, the advantages
that our modified multi-section MRSI sequence provides are
the whole brain coverage with contiguous slices, potentially
improved spatial resolution, and improved spectral line
width.

The reduction in number of data points in the echo,
which is the core of the current modification, poses severe
challenges for spectral fitting and spectral quantification.
Computer simulation (Table 3) showed that fitting a spec-
trum with low spectral resolution in the frequency domain
can produce sizeable errors. Conversely, increasing the
spectral resolution can improve the accuracy of spectral
fitting in the frequency domain. When the number of data
points in the original echo was 1024, the frequency domain
fitting algorithm perfectly recovered the spectrum. However,
significant errors remained if the spectrum was obtained by
zero-filling the 256 data points to 1024 (Table 3), reflecting
the detrimental effects of truncation or wiggle artifacts
on spectral fitting. Spectral fitting in the time domain, in
contrast, accurately fits the echo using 256 data points,
suggesting that time domain spectral fitting is preferable for
signals with fewer data points, a possibility that Monte Carlo
simulation of the signal (Table 4) and spectral fitting of the
in vivo data (Figures 4 and 5) are verified.

Our implementation of whole brain metabolite mapping
using a multiple 2D MRSI sequence also affords distinct
advantages over 3D MRSI, in which the number of phase
encoding (PE) steps in the 3rd dimension is typically 8 [18,
19]. This smallv number of data points entails pronounced,
long-range signal contamination across slices because of the
effects of the point spread function when reconstructing the
slice data directly using FFT. Spatial filtering with Hamming,
Hanning, or Kaiser window functions must be applied prior
to FFT to suppress this signal contamination, but at the
expense of increasing the amount of signal bleeding between
adjacent slices. Therefore, the effective slice thickness of 3D
MRSI is approximately 1.4 times that of the nominal slice
thickness, which significantly degrades spatial resolution.
The effective thickness of slices using multiple 2D MRSI,
on the other hand, is close to its nominal value, despite the
fact that the slice profile is not ideal and slight “crosstalk” is
present between slices. Another limitation of 3D MRSI using
PRESS localization is that the first and last slices cannot be
used, reducing the effective number of slices by 2 [18, 19].
Our pulse sequence, in contrast, provides high-quality MRSI
images in all 7 slices (Figure 5). 3D MRSI has a distinct
advantage over multi-section MRSI, however, in that the
location of slices in 3D MRSI can be shifted to specific
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Figure 5: Slice prescription (top), localizer images (middle), and NAA images overlaid on localizers (bottom). The slices are contiguous and
cover a large volume of the brain.

anatomical regions of interest by employing a phase shift of
the Fourier transform.

Comparing signal losses in phantom and in vivo MRSI
data in the absence of spacing between slices showed that
signal loss caused by “crosstalk” is related to the slice profile,
the spatial and temporal separations between successive exci-
tations, and the longitudinal relaxation times of the subjects.
Our experimental procedures ensured that the spatial and
temporal separations of excitations were identical for the
phantom and in vivo scans. The longitudinal relaxation
times of molecules in the phantom were significantly longer
than those in the human brain, and therefore comparatively
larger signal loss could be expected if all other conditions
remained the same. The fact that signal loss was negligible
in the phantom (Table 1) but was approximately 10% in
the human brain (Table 2) when spacing was eliminated
as compared with 4 mm spacing can be attributed to a
better slice profile in the phantom. Comparing spectral
fitting in the time domain with fitting in the frequency
domain has been of long-standing interest in MRS [20–
25]. As the time domain and frequency domain signals are
related by the Fourier transform, they theoretically have the
same information content. However, fitting in the time and
frequency domains may have their unique advantages and
disadvantages depending on the properties of the signal, such
as noise level and phase or baseline distortions [20–25]. Time
domain methods are preferable in the presence of distortions
in the measured signals, including truncation [20, 23]. Our
computer simulation provided a numerical example for the
detrimental effects of truncation in the frequency domain

and showed that fitting in the time domain is immune to
those effects.

In conclusion, we have presented a realization of
extended brain metabolite mapping using a multiple 2D
MRSI pulse sequence in conjunction with use of a mul-
tichannel RF coil and spectral fitting in the time domain.
These combined techniques have permitted an increase in the
number of slices from 4 to 7, without sacrificing scan time or
SNR. The extended brain coverage, reduced slice thickness,
and increased SNR can potentially make the sequence more
clinically valuable.
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Label fusion is used in medical image segmentation to combine several different labels of the same entity into a single discrete
label, potentially more accurate, with respect to the exact, sought segmentation, than the best input element. Using simulated data,
we compared three existing label fusion techniques—STAPLE, Voting, and Shape-Based Averaging (SBA)—and observed that
none could be considered superior depending on the dissimilarity between the input elements. We thus developed an empirical,
hybrid technique called SVS, which selects the most appropriate technique to apply based on this dissimilarity. We evaluated the
label fusion strategies on two- and three-dimensional simulated data and showed that SVS is superior to any of the three existing
methods examined. On real data, we used SVS to perform fusions of 10 segmentations of the hippocampus and amygdala in 78
subjects from the ICBM dataset. SVS selected SBA in almost all cases, which was the most appropriate method overall.

1. Introduction

Label fusion is a process used in medical image segmentation.
Its aim is to produce a single, discrete element or label from
a combination of multiple independent inputs. The merged
result is potentially more accurate, with respect to the exact,
sought segmentation, than each individual input due to the
reduction of uncorrelated errors. Labels can be obtained by
combining inputs from different raters or automated seg-
mentations [1, 2].

A long-term goal of our research program is to obtain ac-
curate, automated segmentations of neuroanatomical struc-
tures, primarily the hippocampus (HC). Our primary moti-
vation stems from our work in Alzheimer’s disease, for which
HC volume and atrophy measurements are putative dis-
ease markers (see reviews in [3–6]). Of the multiple HC
segmentation approaches available (see [7] for review), novel
template-based paradigms propose the use of template li-
braries [8]. In such approaches, a single label is found by
combining multiple individually segmented HC through
label fusion [2].

To reach our goal, we thus decided to investigate different
fusion processes. To suit our research context, we restricted

our analysis to techniques that depend solely on given input
labels. We disregarded techniques that depend on intensity
images [9, 10], since these images may sometimes be unavail-
able or noisy. We also ignored techniques that depend on
object-specific training, i.e. that have geometric or topologi-
cal prior.

Our first objective was to characterize applicable label
fusion strategies. The first approach is the Vote method (or
sum rule), which has been widely used and described by
virtue of its simplicity [1, 9, 11–13]. The second is also a well-
known technique called Simultaneous Truth and Perform-
ance Level Estimation (STAPLE), initially proposed by
Warfield et al. [14, 15], and used in a variety of studies [9, 16].
The third approach is referred to as Shape-Based Averaging
(SBA), which incorporates spatial information [17].

While testing the implementations of these three ap-
proaches on simulated data, we observed that the technique
with a result closest to the ground truth was not the same de-
pending on the dissimilarity between raters’ input labels,
as detailed below. Therefore, the second objective of our
study was to propose an empirical, hybrid STAPLE-Vote-
SBA (SVS) technique that automatically selects the right label
fusion approach based on this dissimilarity.
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We report results of comparison tests on the four label
fusion methods for simulated two-dimensional (2D) and
three-dimensional (3D) data as well as HC and amygdala
(AG) labels obtained from magnetic resonance images
(MRI). All images used in this study were binary. For the
real data, we performed label fusion on HC and AG inde-
pendently.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Mathematical Notation. Our mathematical notation is as
follows. We consider an image of N pixels or voxels (x =
1, 2, . . . ,N) for which K raters (k = 1, 2, . . . ,K) each pro-
duces a binary label segmentation ek. To each element of ek,
i.e. each pixel/voxel x, is assigned a label i (ek(x) = i) equal
to 0 or 1, for background and segmented object, respectively.
A decision matrix E is formed with all the ek vectors, E =
[e1 e2 · · · eK ] with size N × K , and fed to a label fusion
algorithm to obtain an estimate of the true segmentation T .

2.2. Data. For evaluating the performance of SVS with re-
spect to STAPLE, Vote and SBA, our data consisted of 2D
and 3D simulated data as well as real data.

2.2.1. Two-Dimensional (2D) Simulated Data. We created
two simulated 2D data sets: one for training SVS and one for
testing the label fusion approaches. The SVS version trained
with 2D data is hereafter referred to as SVS-2D.

The data consisted of multiple binary images created
from a ground-truth object, shown in Figure 1(a), which was
an ellipse geometry defined by eight control points interpo-
lated with cubic splines.

We generated individual, simulated rater images by mov-
ing the control points of the ground-truth ellipse and rein-
terpolating with cubic splines. We moved the control points
in random directions, following a uniform distribution, with
random distances from their original coordinates. The ran-
dom distance followed a normal distribution of zero mean
with a standard deviation adjusted so that it could be mod-
ified by a normalized deformation factor fσ (between 0 and
1) to create images with a relative difference area vD ranging
from 0% to 50%, where vD is given by

vD = vk|T
VTRUTH

, (1)

where VTRUTH corresponds to the area in pixels of the
ground-truth ellipse. vk|T represents the number of pixels in
the image that are different between decision ek of rater k and
the ground truth T :

vk|T = #{x | ek(x) /=T(x)}. (2)

In other words, vk|T is the total number of false positives
and false negatives with respect to T . Figures 1(b) and 1(c)
show two rater images corresponding to vD values of 25%
and 50%, respectively.

For each of the training and testing sets, we created 625
label fusion tests, each consisting of 10 deformed images, for
a total of 6,250 images in the training set and 6,250 different
images in the testing set. Each test was created by varying fσ
of the test images according to a given Gaussian distribution.
For each test, different mean and standard deviation were
used for fσ , ranging both from 0 to 1 with 25 linearly spaced
points each, making a total of 625 Gaussian distributions,
one for each test. Negative values of fσ and values higher
than 1 were clamped to 0 and 1, respectively. We performed
the label fusion of the 10 deformed images in each of the 625
tests of the testing set.

2.2.2. Three-Dimensional (3D) Simulated Data. As for the
2D case, we created two simulated 3D sets: one for training
SVS and one for testing the label fusion techniques. The SVS
version trained with 3D data is hereafter referred as SVS-3D.
An SVS version was also trained with the combination of 2D
and 3D training sets. It is referred as SVS-2D&3D.

The 3D data consisted of binary volume images created
from a ground-truth ellipsoid. To produce the ground truth,
we first created a cubic regular grid volume. This volume was
then warped along each axis by dividing each voxel coor-
dinate by its corresponding ground-truth ellipsoid radius,
creating a warped grid. By applying this warping transfor-
mation, the ellipsoidal space became a spherical space. A
ground-truth sphere was created by regularly sampling the
angles θ and φ in the spherical-coordinate space (r, θ, φ),
giving a set of 26 control points (rc, θc, φc).

To produce the ground-truth image, the control points
were projected into a Cartesian space with the following axes:
x = θ, y = φ, and z = r. We transformed the warped grid
into spherical coordinates (rg , θg , φg) and performed a cubic
interpolation of (θg ,φg) on (rc, θc, φc) to find r∗ at each
point (θg ,φg). For each grid voxel, if rg < r∗, the voxel was
considered inside the sphere and was labeled accordingly.
The warped grid (spherical space) was then unwarped
into the regular grid (ellipsoidal space) to give the desired
ground-truth ellipsoid image shown in Figure 1(d).

While appearing complex, this process in fact simplified
the creation of the deformed ellipsoid images. We randomly
moved the control points of the ground-truth sphere along r,
modifying rc, reinterpolated to find r∗ for the warped grid,
performed the labeling by thresholding (i.e. rg < r∗), and
unwarped the grid to obtain the deformed ellipsoid.

As for the 2D sets, the random distance followed a nor-
mal distribution of zero mean. The standard deviation was
adjusted so that it could be modified by fσ to create deformed
ellipsoids with relative difference in volume, vD (1), ranging
between 0% and 50% with respect to the ground truth.

Figures 1(e) and 1(f) show two examples of deformed
images with vD of 25% and 50%, respectively. As for the 2D
data, we produced a training set and a testing set, each con-
sisting of 625 label fusion tests. Each test was created as
previously described and comprised 10 deformed images.
Each of the training and testing sets thus consisted of 6,250
images. We performed the label fusion of the 10 deformed
images in each of the 625 tests of the testing set.
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(a) Ground truth (b) vD = 25% (c) vD = 50%

(d) Ground truth (e) vD = 25% (f) vD = 50%

Figure 1: (a, b, and c) 2D and (d, e, and f) 3D simulated images showing the ground truth (a, d), and images with vD of 25% (b, e) and 50%
(c, f). White and black surfaces (e, f) represent, respectively, voxels added to or missing from the ground truth. In 2D, the ground truth was
an ellipse geometry of radius 1 AU (arbitrary units) along the x-axis and 0.5 AU along the y-axis, consisting of eight control points, located
at constantly separated angles, between which the ellipse was interpolated with cubic splines. We then mapped this geometry on a grid of
256 × 256 pixels between −1.5 and 1.5 AU along both the x- and y-axes. In 3D, the ground-truth image was an ellipsoid geometry of radius
1 AU along the x-axis and 0.5 AU along both the y- and z-axes, consisting of 26 control points. See text for construction details. The geometry
was mapped in a grid of 64 × 64 × 64 voxels between −1.5 and 1.5 AU along each of the three axes.

2.2.3. Real MRI Data. The real MRI data consisted of inten-
sity images and segmented left and right HC and AG labels
of 78 young, neurologically healthy subjects part of the
ICBM database [18]. Subjects were scanned in Montréal
(Québec, Canada) on a Philips Gyroscan 1.5T scanner (Phil-
ips Medical, Best, Netherlands) using a T1-weighted fast gra-
dient echo sequence (sagittal acquisition, TR = 18 ms, TE =
10 ms, 1-mm3 voxels, flip angle = 30◦).

The ground truth consisted of left and right HC and AG
manual labels, presented in a previous study [19], with a re-
ported intraclass reliability coefficient of 0.900 and 0.925 for
interrater and intrarater reliability, respectively.

The labels available for fusion were obtained using a
template-based segmentation algorithm [2]. In this ap-
proach, each subject’s image is compared in turn to a library
of other such images; the 10 images with highest match (e.g.,
highest normalized mutual information) are selected and
then nonlinearly aligned with the original subject image.
Given that each image in the library has an associated label,
inverse warping allows the transfer of label in the original
subject’s space, where they must be fused to provide a single
object. In our dataset, we received 10 labels for each subject,
obtained with this technique, for each of the four following

regions: left HC, right HC, left AG, and right AG. Label
fusions were then performed independently for each region,
giving a total of 312 label fusions (78 subjects × 4 regions).
We assessed the performance of the fusions using the manual
segmentations as “ground truths”.

2.3. Label Fusion Strategies. The next sections present the
three existing label fusion strategies that we used in this
study: STAPLE, Vote, and SBA. We implemented all label
fusion methods, including SVS, in MATLAB (MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA).

It is important to note that all approaches were applied
to the disputed pixels/voxels only. Pixels/voxels for which all
the raters unanimously agreed on their label were not con-
sidered; the label was automatically assigned. Working with
only disputed pixels/voxels speeded up computation for all
methods and significantly improved the results given by
STAPLE (see [16]).

2.3.1. STAPLE. STAPLE is an expectation-maximization
(EM) algorithm that iteratively estimates (1) the true seg-
mentation from the raters’ performance (E-step) and (2) the
raters’ performance (sensitivity and specificity) from this
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Figure 2: Scatter plots showing vD centered on the Vote’s values, i.e. (vD − vD(Vote)), obtained after label fusion with STAPLE (red), Vote
(blue), and SBA (green) of the 625 tests of the (a, b, and c) 2D and (d, e, and f) 3D training sets, with respect to each test’s (a, d) mean
(μ(vD)), (b, e) standard deviation (σ(vD)), and (c, f) coefficient of variation (σ(vD)/μ(vD)) of vD , calculated over the input labels for each
test. The centered vD corresponds to vD minus the vD evaluated for Vote. We note that σ(vD)/μ(vD) better discriminates the label fusion
methods than σ(vD).

true segmentation estimate (M-step). We implemented STA-
PLE following the mathematical description in [20].

2.3.2. Vote. The Vote method consists of summing for each
pixel/voxel x and label i, the occurrences of label i among the
raters, and assigning the most occurring label to x.

2.3.3. SBA. SBA is a voting scheme where each vote is weight-
ed by the signed Euclidean distance computed for each input
label. In this study, SBA is the only method that incorporates
spatial information in the label fusion process. We imple-
mented this method following the mathematical description
in [17].

2.4. Label Fusion Strategy Selection: SVS. SVS is a strategy
that selects the most appropriate method among STAPLE,
Vote, and SBA, based solely on the input labels and their

dissimilarity. We point out that SVS is not limited to these
three label fusion methods. It could easily be extended to
include further methods.

2.4.1. Experimental Observations. We developed SVS after
observing, during our simulations, that the performance of
STAPLE, Vote, and SBA was dependent on the distribution
of vD in the input labels of each label fusion test. This can
be observed in the scatter plots of Figure 2 obtained for the
2D (a, b, and c) and 3D training sets (d, e, and f). The scat-
ter plots show vD centered on the Vote’s values, i.e. (vD −
vD(Vote)), after label fusions performed with STAPLE (red),
Vote (blue), and SBA (green), as a function of the mean μ(vD)
(a, d), standard deviation σ(vD) (b, e), and coefficient of
variation σ(vD)/μ(vD) (c, f) of vD, calculated over the input
labels for each test.

We note that σ(vD) and σ(vD)/μ(vD) give an idea of how
differently the raters perform between themselves, while
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Figure 3: (a, c) dc versus σ(vD)/μ(vD) and (b, d) dr versus μ(vD) for all the 625 tests of the (a, b) 2D and (c, d) 3D training sets. A linear
fit was performed for both scatter plot types (continuous line) showing the quasi-one-to-one relationship between the theoretical values
σ(vD)/μ(vD), μ(vD) and their estimates dc and dr . The one-to-one relationship is represented by the dashed line.

μ(vD) measures how bad the raters are overall. These
measures thus describe, in a way, the dissimilarity in the
raters’ input labels.

As can be seen, none of STAPLE, Vote, and SBA can be
considered superior to the others. The choice of the best
method seems to depend on the distribution of vD. For low
values of σ(vD)/μ(vD), which better discriminates the label
fusion methods than σ(vD), SBA seems better (i.e. with lower
values of vD after label fusion), while, for higher values,
STAPLE would be a better choice. Focusing on the results
with respect to μ(vD), STAPLE seems better at lower values,
and SBA, at higher values. We also observe that in none of
the cases does Vote clearly outperform the other methods.

These observations thus suggested that σ(vD)/μ(vD) and
μ(vD) could be used to determine the appropriate label fusion
method.

2.4.2. Dissimilarity Factors. The measures σ(vD)/μ(vD) and
μ(vD) cannot be used in practice since the computation of vD

depends on vk|T (1) and VTRUTH, and thus requires to know
the ground truth, which is what we try to estimate with label
fusion. We thus needed to find estimates for σ(vD)/μ(vD) and
μ(vD).

We overcame this problem by using the following
scheme. For vk|T , we first computed the frequency of occur-
rence f (x, i), between 0 and 1, of each label i for each pixel/
voxel x over all raters:

f (x, i) = #{k | ek(x) = i}
K

. (3)

We then computed, for each rater k and each pixel/voxel
x, the estimated probability that rater k misclassifies pixel/
voxel x, i.e. that the assigned label was a false positive or a
false negative:

pk(x) = 1− f (x, ek(x)). (4)

For each estimated rater’s probability pk(x), we then
performed a Bernouilli trial with B experiments to compute
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Figure 4: (Top) Scoring surface functions in the space (dc,dr , s) and (bottom) SVS selection regions in the space (dc,dr), where each method
among STAPLE (red), Vote (blue), and SBA (green) gives the highest score, for (a) SVS-2D, (b) SVS-3D, and (c) SVS-2D&3D. The bottom
images correspond to the top views of the surfaces presented above. The overlaid scatter plot represents the (dc,dr) values of the tests for
each SVS version’s training set.

the probability Pk(x) that a majority of B “virtual” raters mis-
classified pixel/voxel x, according to pk(x):

Pk(x) =
B∑

i=�(B+1)/2	

(
B
i

)
pik(x)

(
1− pk(x)

)B−i
. (5)

This last equation corresponds to a cumulative sum of
the upper half of the probability mass function of a binomial
distribution. In this study, we used B = 99 so that i ranged
from 50 to 99. An odd number for B was used to separate the
binomial probability mass function equally into a lower and
an upper part, the latter corresponding to a clear majority.

From (5), we were able to compute an estimate vk of vk|T
by summing Pk(x) over all pixels/voxels:

vk =
N∑
x=1

Pk(x). (6)

To estimate VTRUTH, we used (3) in a similar Bernouilli
trial approach. For each pixel/voxel x, we computed a
probability that a majority of B = 99 “virtual” raters classifies
pixel/voxel x as being part of the segmented region, i.e. with
label 1, according to f (x, 1):

F(x) =
B∑

i=�(B+1)/2	

(
B
i

)
f i(x, 1)

(
1− f (x, 1)

)B−i
. (7)

We then summed F(x) over all pixels/voxels to obtain an
estimate V of VTRUTH:

V =
N∑
x=1

F(x). (8)

From vk and V , we defined two empirical factors: the dis-
similarity coefficient dc, estimating σ(vD)/μ(vD), and the dis-
similarity ratio dr , estimating μ(vD). These factors are respec-
tively given by

dc = σ(vk)
μ(vk)

,

dr = μ(vk)
V

.

(9)

In Figure 3, we demonstrate the performance of these
estimates by showing that dc (a, c) and dr (b, d) match, with
a quasi-one-to-one relationship, their theoretical values
σ(vD)/μ(vD) and μ(vD), respectively, for both the 2D (a, b)
and 3D (c, d) training sets.

2.4.3. SVS Training. To perform its selection, SVS finds a
score s, from the dissimilarity factors dc and dr , for each of
STAPLE, Vote, and SBA, i.e. sSTAPLE(dc,dr), sVOTE(dc,dr) and
sSBA(dc,dr), and selects the label fusion method that gives the
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Figure 5: (a, d) DSC and (b, e) vD for all the 6250 rater images of the (a, b) 2D and (d, e) 3D testing sets as a function of fσ . A linear fit was
performed for both scatter plot types (black) showing the quasilinear relationship between fσ and both DSC and vD . (c, f) DSC plotted as
a function of vD . We see that the scatter plots also follow a quasilinear trend. This graph demonstrates that, compared to a point with given
vD and DSC, a neighbor point with a higher (worse) vD can still give a higher (better) or similar DSC, especially for high vD , questioning the
validity of DSC as a performance measure for label fusion.

highest score. The following training procedure was used to
determine the scoring functions sSTAPLE(dc,dr), sVOTE(dc,dr),
and sSBA(dc,dr).

(1) For each label fusion test t of a given training set, we
computed dc and dr , according to the approach pre-
sented in the last section.

(2) After performing label fusion with STAPLE, Vote,
and SBA, we first summed, for each label fusion
method m and test t, the number of pixels/voxels vm
that were different between the label fusion result
Tm and the ground truth T , i.e. the number of false
positives and false negatives:

vm = #{x | Tm(x) /=T(x)}. (10)

For each test t, we assigned a score s of 1 to the label
fusion method with the lowest vm, corresponding to

the best method, 0 to the method with the highest vm,
corresponding to the poorest method, and we lin-
early interpolated the score value for the remaining
method.

(3) Following the last two steps of the training procedure,
we had, for each test t, the five following values: dc,
dr , sSTAPLE, sVOTE, and sSBA. To obtain the continuous
scoring functions sSTAPLE(dc,dr), sVOTE(dc,dr), and
sSBA(dc,dr), we finally fitted, for each method m, a
surface sm(dc,dr) using locally weighted linear regres-
sion (MATLAB Curve Fitting Toolbox, MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA).

This procedure was performed for each of the 2D and
3D training data sets as well as the combination of both sets
resulting in three versions of SVS: SVS-2D (trained with
2D data), SVS-3D (trained with 3D data), and SVS-2D&3D
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Figure 6: Boxplots of (A, C, E, and G) DSC and (B, D, F, and H) vD , centered on Vote values, for each method for the (A)–(D) 2D and
(E)–(H) 3D testing sets. (a) STAPLE, (b) Vote, (c) SBA, (d) SVS-2D, (e) SVS-3D, and (f) SVS-2D&3D. The centered DSC (vD) corresponds
to DSC (vD) minus DSC (vD) evaluated for Vote.

(trained with 2D and 3D data). We note that using this
scheme, other label fusion methods could be incorporated
in SVS, increasing only the number of scoring functions
s(dc,dr).

Figure 4 presents, for SVS-2D (a), SVS-3D (b), and SVS-
2D&3D (c), the scoring surface functions in the space
(dc,dr , s) as well as the selection regions in the space (dc,dr),
where each method gives the highest score. The latter images
thus correspond to the top views of the firsts. We observe
that the three versions of SVS give very similar delimitations
between the methods. Interestingly, with SVS-2D&3D, the
border between STAPLE and SBA is almost linear in the
region of (dc,dr) covered by the label fusion tests.

2.4.4. SVS Selection. We can now describe the SVS method
as follows.

(1) Compute the dissimilarity coefficient dc and the dis-
similarity ratio dr from the raters’ input labels, as
described in Section 2.4.2.

(2) Find the score for each label fusion method using its
corresponding scoring surface function.

(3) Select the label fusion method corresponding to the
highest score.

In case of two or more equal scores, which do not imply
identical label fusions, a weighted vote “meta fusion” of the
label fusion results, obtained with STAPLE, Vote, and SBA, is
performed using the scores as weights. In practice, this situa-
tion is uncommon. We point out that, besides the SVS ver-
sions presented here, this “meta fusion” approach, i.e. per-
forming a label fusion of STAPLE, Vote, and SBA, has also
been tested (results not presented), using each of STAPLE,
Vote, and SBA as “meta fusion” method with and without
score weights for the two latter methods. However, no “meta
fusion” outperformed the versions of SVS presented in this
study.

We also point out that dc and dr depend on the decision
matrix E only, i.e. the input labels. Effectively, this ensures
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Figure 7: Scatter plots of the (dc,dr) pairs for all the tests of the (a) 2D and (b) 3D testing sets, and (c) real data set, overlaid on the SVS
selection regions described in Figure 4 for (left) SVS-2D, (middle) SVS-3D, and (right) SVS-2D&3D. We note that the three versions of SVS
selected SBA as the most appropriate method for nearly all tests of the real data set (c).

that there are no external parameters to the input data
that may affect the sensitivity of the technique. Moreover,
since dc and dr are normalized values, we believe that the
technique should not be sensitive to the training data. In fact,
we observe in Figure 4 that the different training sets gave
similar regions.

2.5. Performance Measure. To measure the performance of
the label fusion techniques, we computed vD, as well as the
Dice similarity coefficient (DSC), an established measure

widely reported in the field [1, 2, 9, 11, 12, 15], between each
label fusion image and the ground truth. DSC is given by

DSC = 2|A∩ B|
|A| + |B| , (11)

where |Z| is the area or volume of the segmented region Z.
To further characterize our testing sets and insure the

deformation factor fσ reflected its initial intent, we computed
the DSC between each deformed image and its ground truth.
Figures 5(a), 5(b), 5(d), and 5(e) show the relationship
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minus DSC (vD) evaluated for Vote.

between DSC, along with vD, and the deformation factor fσ
for the 2D (a, b) and 3D (d, e) testing sets. Figures 5(c) and
5(f) show the quasilinear relationship between DSC and vD.

3. Results

3.1. 2D Simulated Data. The three existing techniques (STA-
PLE, Vote, and SBA) as well as the three versions of SVS
(SVS-2D, SVS-3D, and SVS-2D&3D) were used to perform
the label fusion of the 10 images of each of the 625 tests of the
2D testing set. Figures 6(A)–6(D) show boxplots of DSC (A,
C) and vD (B, D), centered on the Vote values, obtained with
the six fusion methods. To see the improvement brought by
SVS (methods d, e, and f), the boxplots have been separated
in two groups, Group STAPLE and Group SBA, determined
by the selection performed by SVS-2D&3D on the testing
set (see Figure 7(a), right). The data in Group STAPLE and

Group SBA are the tests for which SVS-2D&3D selected
STAPLE and SBA, respectively. We see that the SVS boxplots,
matching the selected method’s, give in both groups higher
DSC and lower vD, while each of STAPLE (method a) and
SBA (method c) is outperformed in its counterpart group.
Regarding Vote (method b), it gives better performance than
SBA in Group STAPLE but seems to be the worse method
in Group SBA. We also see that the three versions of SVS are
similar despite the different training sets. Figure 7(a) presents
the distribution of the (dc,dr) pairs for all the tests of the
testing set among the regions of SVS-2D, SVS-3D, and SVS-
2D&3D.

3.2. 3D Simulated Data. The experiment described in the last
section was also performed on the 3D testing set. DSC and vD
boxplots are presented in Figures 6(E, G) and 6(F, H), respec-
tively. The results are very similar to the 2D testing set’s; the
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Figure 9: Scatter plots of (a, b) DSC and (c, d) vD , centered on Vote values, as functions of (a, c) dc and (b, d) dr for the 312 label fusion
tests of the real data set using SVS-2D&3D. The results were nearly identical for SVS-2D and SVS-3D. The centered DSC (vD) corresponds
to DSC (vD) minus DSC (vD) evaluated for Vote. DSC and vD are represented as dots for STAPLE (red), Vote (blue), and SBA (green), and
as black circles for SVS-2D&3D.

three versions of SVS give in both groups higher DSC and
lower vD. Figure 7(b) shows the distribution of the (dc, dr)
pairs among the selection regions.

3.3. Real Data. Figure 8 presents the DSC (A–D) and vD (E–
H) boxplots, respectively, obtained for each of HC and AG,
left and right. Since the three versions of SVS (methods d,
e, and f) selected SBA for nearly all label fusions, as shown
in Figure 7(c), the boxplots are almost identical to SBA’s.
We see that SBA/SVS overall gives the highest DSC and the
lowest vD. This is also shown in Figure 9, which presents
scatter plots of DSC (a, b) and vD (c, d), centered on the Vote
values, as a function of dc (a, c) and dr (b, d) for all the 312
label fusion cases. SBA/SVS is overall superior to STAPLE and
Vote, with DSC and vD respectively above and below STAPLE
and Vote means for the majority of the label fusion cases.

4. Discussion
4.1. Findings. We showed on a large set of different simulated
data that the label fusion method giving the label closest

to the ground truth was not the same depending on the
dissimilarity among the raters.

Regarding robustness, we showed that SVS outperformed
any single method among STAPLE, Vote, and SBA, regardless
of the training set. Applying SVS-2D (trained with 2D
data) and SVS-3D (trained with 3D data) on 3D and 2D
data, respectively, we still obtained better performance than
STAPLE, Vote, and SBA. Effectively, the three versions of
SVS showed similar results, explained by similar selection
regions (Figure 4). This suggests that SVS is independent of
the type of training set, 2D or 3D, and that the delimitations
of the selecting regions with SVS-2D&3D could represent
what we should really expect since there are more training
tests.

We also demonstrated that with real data, Vote was not
necessarily the method of choice; in our study, SBA was
better than Vote and STAPLE. To our knowledge, SBA has
not been widely used in the literature, and it might have been
underestimated.
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4.2. Limitations. The first and obvious limitation of the
SVS technique is that it is upper-bound limited to the best
technique (either STAPLE, Vote, or SBA) in each case.

Secondly, we used DSC and vD in this study as the crite-
ria for assessing the label fusion methods, the first being com-
monly used in the literature. However, we think that vD gives
a better indication of the difference between a rater image
and the ground truth. This is demonstrated in Figure 8 for
HC left, HC right, and AG right. For these regions, while
STAPLE’s DSC medians are higher (better) than Vote’s, vD
medians are higher (worse), meaning that there are more
false positives and/or negatives. Also, in Figures 5(c) and 5(f),
we show that compared to a point with given vD and DSC, a
neighbor point with a higher vD (more false positives and/
or negatives) can still give a higher (better) or similar DSC,
especially for high vD. This difference between DSC and vD
might be explained by the fact that DSC normalizes by the
mean area/volume of the label fusion and ground truth,
while vD normalizes by the area/volume of the ground truth
only. Therefore, the denominator in vD remains constant,
while the denominator in DSC varies between label fusions.
The comparison is thus not performed on the same basis.
Although we could argue on which measure is the most ap-
propriate, this questions the validity of DSC as a performance
measure for label fusion if the ground truth is available. We
thus keep in mind for future work that DSC is not necessarily
the best criterion in this case and that vD should be used
instead.

Thirdly, we did not assess the influence of the number
and the selection of input labels on the performance of the
label fusion strategies. While these two aspects are important,
as reported in some studies [2, 12], our objectives were
primarily to characterize three existing label fusion strategies
and to propose a selection method based on our observa-
tions. We will confront these aspects in future work.

5. Conclusion

We proposed a method that automatically selects the most
appropriate label fusion method based on the dissimilarity
of input labels. Overall, the SVS technique performed better
with simulated data compared to either individual technique
among STAPLE, Vote, and SBA. For real data, SVS selected
SBA for almost all cases, which was overall superior to
STAPLE and Vote.

Abbreviations
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Attention is crucial for encoding information into memory, and current dual-process models seek to explain the roles of attention
in both recollection memory and incidental-perceptual memory processes. The present study combined an incidental memory
paradigm with event-related functional MRI to examine the effect of attention at encoding on the subsequent neural activation
associated with unintended perceptual memory for spoken words. At encoding, we systematically varied attention levels as listeners
heard a list of single English nouns. We then presented these words again in the context of a recognition task and assessed the effect
of modulating attention at encoding on the BOLD responses to words that were either attended strongly, weakly, or not heard
previously. MRI revealed activity in right-lateralized inferior parietal and prefrontal regions, and positive BOLD signals varied
with the relative level of attention present at encoding. Temporal analysis of hemodynamic responses further showed that the time
course of BOLD activity was modulated differentially by unintentionally encoded words compared to novel items. Our findings
largely support current models of memory consolidation and retrieval, but they also provide fresh evidence for hemispheric
differences and functional subdivisions in right frontoparietal attention networks that help shape auditory episodic recall.

1. Introduction

Attention is known to alter neural processing at multiple
levels of both the peripheral and central nervous systems, and
both auditory and visual attention have been conceptualized
as operating in both “top-down” and “bottom-up” modes
[1–7]. Top-down mechanisms reflect goal-based control in
order to direct attention to particular targets or to sustain
attention over time. In contrast, bottom-up mechanisms
have traditionally been defined by the phenomenon of
reflexive attentional orienting, as when attention is drawn
without intent by highly salient sensory stimuli such as
a sudden loud noise or flash of light. Recently, however,
some investigators have more broadly considered bottom-
up effects as relevant for any incoming stimuli, with the
relative saliency of the stimulus influencing whether it is
ultimately encoded into memory [8]. Two recent theoretical
models address the question of what roles stimulus saliency

might play in first successfully encoding information into
memory and then later retrieving it. As discussed below,
the “Embedded Processes” model and the “Attention-to-
Memory” model, while similar, also highlight the potentially
divergent roles that attention at encoding may play in later
recall. Brain mapping studies based on these models have
only started to identify the neural substrates that underlie
these cognitive processes in different domains.

In real life situations, numerous bits of information co-
occur in the environment and vie for attention. Given that
memory is a limited capacity system [9–11], the information
encoded into memory must be restricted to what is relevant.
According to the “Embedded Processes” model, attention
is central to this process. Information is first encoded into
working memory through an active process known as “atten-
tional scanning” [12]. This process first searches through a
set of potential memory items, then selects the most salient
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items and brings them into the “focus of attention” [12–14].
However, even though the attentional scanner is responsible
for selecting the appropriate stimuli, its capacity is limited,
and it therefore can maintain focus on only small amounts of
information at a time. This also places limits on the capacity
of working memory. Cowan and colleagues have speculated
that regions in and around the temporal-parietal junction
are key to focusing attention [14]. More recently, others have
found that the majority of functional neuroimaging data on
working memory is consistent with the tenets of this model
[15], with ventral posterior (inferior parietal cortex and
intraparietal sulcus) regions associated with attentional focus
and working memory maintenance, and lateral prefrontal
regions involved in the executive control of attention and
further manipulation of information, once it is in working
memory [16, 17]. If this interpretation is correct, then
manipulations of attention at encoding should preferentially
affect activation in parietal regions.

Another recent paradigm, the “Attention-to-Memory”
model [8, 18–20], shares functional features with the pre-
vious model, but it also emphasizes a distinction between
the roles of ventral and dorsal parietal cortex in memory
retrieval. Successful recognition memory for intentionally
studied items is predicted by increased activation of dorsal
posterior parietal cortex at stimulus encoding, whereas
activation in ventral posterior parietal cortex at encoding
predicts success in incidental memory and perceptual prim-
ing tests [21, 22]. This latter observation suggests a role
for this ventral region not only in the bottom-up encoding
of highly salient or unexpected sensory stimuli, but also in
the successful retrieval of unintentionally encoded memories
[21]. According to these prevailing theories, retrieval of
incidental or perceptual memory representations requires a
bottom-up shift in selective attention, whereas retrieval of
intentional memories requires a top-down mechanism that
reflects the individual’s conscious intent to focus attention
on incoming signals [21, 22]. Importantly, however, the vast
majority of studies exploring the intersection of attention
and episodic memory—and thus the theories on which these
studies are based—are heavily grounded in the use of visual
paradigms [23–30]. Even studies that focus specifically on
verbal encoding have mostly employed reading rather than
listening tasks [31–37]. It is therefore necessary to examine
the effects of attention on item retrieval in listening tasks
in order to establish whether the dorsal/ventral distinction
observed in parietal cortex is specific to visual stimuli, or
instead reflects a more generalized organization in this area
of the brain.

To examine these ideas in greater depth, it is necessary
to learn more about the role of attention in establishing a
selective focus on task-relevant sensory stimuli. Moreover,
in order to understand how limited attentional resources
are allocated, it is also important to study the encoding of
items both within the focus of attention as well as those
peripheral to it. Our goal in this study was to devise a method
to modulate attention toward spoken words during a simple
listening task. Based on earlier studies [38], we predicted
that words not intentionally within the focus of attention
would be encoded into memory to some degree. During the

encoding phase of our study [39], participants initially heard
a list of words belonging to two semantic classes (animals
or foods), and these words were presented by two different
talkers (female or male). Participants were given explicit
instructions to remember only the animal words presented
in the female voice (the targets). Importantly, this instruction
resulted in a focus on the female voice, which had the
consequence of placing the nontarget food words presented
in that voice also within the focus of attention. We predicted
that these words would also carry higher salience at encoding
than words heard in the male voice, creating what we refer
to as the High-Attention condition in this study. Following
this rationale, the food words presented in the male voice
would not be fully in the primary focus of attention (the
Low-Attention condition). We contrasted these two encoding
conditions with responses to novel food words that were
not previously heard at any time during the experiment. We
reasoned that processing of these NEW words should reflect
only the role of attention in initial word encoding, but not
a later role in retrieval. Using this paradigm coupled with
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we were able
to disambiguate the neural activation patterns associated
with attention at first encoding from those reflecting the
effects of attention at encoding on subsequent retrieval.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants. We recruited 14 native English-speaking
adults (9 women; ages 18–49; mean 24 years) living in the
Tucson area. Exclusion criteria were a history of speech,
language, or other neurological disorders, and all volunteers
reported good general health with no contraindications for
MRI scanning. The study was approved by the University of
Arizona Institutional Review board, and written informed
consent was obtained from all participants. For one par-
ticipant, behavioral response data are not available due to
computer error.

2.2. Auditory Stimuli. Word stimuli were single, concrete
nouns (one to three syllables) that were either names of
animals or foods. Some words were recorded in an unfamiliar
female voice, and some in an unfamiliar male voice. Stimulus
durations ranged from 204–903 ms (mean = 532 ms) and
were presented in an event-related format with an average
interstimulus interval (ISI) of 871 ± 157 ms. ISI was jittered
and “null” events were included to facilitate estimation
of the hemodynamic responses for deconvolution analysis
(see below). Ordering of words belonging to the different
stimulus categories described below was pseudorandom,
and participants listened to them through MRI-compatible
stereo headphones (Resonance Technology Inc., Northridge,
Calif, USA).

2.3. Procedure. The experimental design is shown in
Figure 1. A prescan practice phase was followed by an
encoding phase and a test phase (both with scanning). These
were then followed by a surprise postscan memory test that
specifically measured the listener’s capacity to remember
any words that were encoded during the earlier phases of
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Figure 1: Experimental design for studying incidental encoding and memory. During the Encoding scan [39], listeners were presented with
a list of single nouns (animals or foods). Half of the words were recorded in a female voice, and half in a male voice, thus yielding multiple
combinations of item and voice context. Throughout the experiment, listeners’ attention was focused on only one subset of words: animal
words presented in the female voice (Target words). This was accomplished first by giving them explicit instructions to select and remember
these words during the Encoding scan, and later, by instructing them to select these items by responding “yes” during the Memory scan.
However, as predicted, some of the Nontarget words were also encoded unintentionally, with food words presented in the female voice
carrying greater salience (the High-Attention condition) than food words presented in the male voice (the Low-Attention condition). During
the Memory scan, participants were presented once again with both High- and Low-Attention food words, along with novel food words
(NEW) as a control category representing the baseline attention condition. Following the Memory scan, a Surprise memory test was used to
confirm the extent to which High-Attention, Low-Attention, and NEW food words were successfully encoded. The chart at right shows the
group-averaged memory scores (N = 13; means ± SEM) for these three word categories, along with ten foils to measure false alarm rate.
Bars capped by different letters are significantly different at P < 0.001 (two-tailed ANOVA).

the experiment, whether or not the listener was asked to
remember them. The results of the test phase and scan, along
with results from the postscan behavioral test, are the subject
of this report. Results obtained during the encoding phase
have been published previously [39].

2.3.1. Encoding Phase and Scan. Participants listened to the
animal and food words that were presented in either the male
or female voice during a prescan practice period and during
the encoding phase. Using a block design, the encoding phase
consisted of two scans that were counterbalanced for order
across participants. In one scan, approximately one-third of
the total words used for this study were presented binaurally,
with the male and female voices presented sequentially.
In a second scan, two-thirds of the words were presented
dichotically, with the female voice heard in one ear and
the male voice heard in the other (order counterbalanced
across participants). The ratio of targets (animal word +
female voice) to nontargets was 1 : 3 in both tasks. Although
all participants were explicitly instructed to focus on and
remember the animal words presented in the female voice,
these were not actually of interest for the purposes of this
study. Rather, this instruction was used deliberately to assure
that the primary focus of attention was on the female voice.
As a result, food words presented in the female voice were
associated with a higher level of attention (defined as the
High-Attention condition) and food words presented in the
male voice were associated with a lower level of attention (the
Low-Attention condition).

2.3.2. Test Phase and Scan. An incidental memory scan
immediately followed the encoding scan. During this scan,
participants heard words presented by a second female

speaker whose voice had not been heard earlier. This
precluded the possibility that the voice in the memory task
could provide a cue to the encoding context. Participants
were asked to respond “yes” via button press if the word
presented was one of their target words (animal words
originally spoken in the female voice) and “no” to all other
words. Therefore, both the decision (“not a target”) and
response demands (selecting the “no” button) associated
with all words analyzed in this study were identical. Par-
ticipants were instructed to respond quickly but accurately.
During this task, participants mostly heard nontarget words.
A combination of High-Attention and Low-Attention food
words (58 trials each) as well as 58 NEW food words that had
not been presented previously were pseudorandomized and
presented in a fixed order to all participants. To lessen fatigue,
participants were tested over the course of two separate scans
(each lasting ∼9 min with a brief rest in between), during
which a combined total of 232 words (randomized with 58
nulls) were presented. Data from the two scans were then
concatenated for further analysis.

2.3.3. Surprise Postscan Memory Test. In order to assure
that there was an effect of the attentional manipulation at
encoding, we administered a surprise memory test within
15 minutes of the final scan. Participants were presented
verbally with a list of 40 food items and asked to recall
whether they had heard each word at any time during the
experiment. The list consisted of 10 High-Attention, 10 Low-
Attention, and 10 NEW food words that were all heard during
the study phase and scan. A fourth category, 10 food items
not presented in any of the scans, was added to measure
false-alarm rate. These 40 words were presented verbally
in a fixed pseudorandom order by the experimenter and
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the participants verbally responded “yes” or “no” to indicate
whether they remembered having heard these words at any
time during the experiment.

2.4. Whole-Brain fMRI Imaging. Scans were acquired with
a 3.0T GE Signa VH/i scanner (General Electric Medical
Systems, Madison, Wis, USA) equipped with a quad-head
RF coil. First, T1-weighted, fast-spin echo (FSE) axial images
covering the entire brain were acquired in 26 slices with an
in-plane resolution of 3.44 × 3.44 × 5 mm. Next, two func-
tional T2∗-weighted scans were acquired using a spiral in/out
pulse sequence (TR = 2.3 s, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90◦, 26
slices at 5 mm with no gap, matrix = 64 × 64, FOV =
22 cm2) [40]. Finally, high-resolution spoiled gradient-echo
(SPGR) images were obtained in the sagittal plane (TR
= 30, TE = min, flip angle = 30◦, 124 slices at 1.5 mm,
matrix = 256× 256, FOV = 25 cm2) and aligned with the FSE
images for improved regional localization and coregistration
of functional data across participants after transforming the
images into Talairach space [41]. Due to scanner-related
problems, we were unable to use the SPGR images from three
participants, and instead relied on the first set of axial FSE
anatomical images for alignment with the functional scans.

2.4.1. Data Analysis. Structural and functional brain images
were analyzed for each participant individually with AFNI
[42] followed by a group analysis. Blood-oxygenation-
level-dependent (BOLD) contrast images were coregistered
with anatomical data after preprocessing using standard
procedures for slice-time correction, removing linear signal
drift and correcting for head motion. All volumes were
realigned to the base volume and spatially smoothed using
a 6 mm Gaussian kernel. Data were then normalized to a
scale of 0–100%, and functional images were coregistered to
the structural data followed by transformation into standard
Talairach space. The first four volumes in each run were also
discarded to allow for T1 equilibration, and the two runs
were then concatenated for further analysis. A general linear
model using a gamma-spline hemodynamic response func-
tion was used to estimate magnitude parameters for events
of interest for each stimulus condition in each individual.
In order to capture the amplitude of the BOLD activity
over time, eight separate activity models were developed.
The first was time locked to the stimulus onset, and each
of the seven subsequent models was offset by one-TR (2.3 s)
increments from stimulus onset. Stimulus functions were
then convolved with the fMRI time-series data from each
individual. Parameter estimates for the resulting regressors
for each condition were calculated using the least-squares fit
of the models to the time-series data. Finally, a group analysis
was performed with repeated-measures ANOVA (treating
individuals as a random effect) to help confirm key cortical
regions that showed differential neural activity for each of
the four conditions. Monte Carlo simulation (8 mm FWHM
blur; 1000 iterations) was used to correct the group data for
multiple comparisons. Voxel-wise (uncorrected) threshold
was P = 0.005, and minimum corrected cluster volumes in
original space were 32 contiguous voxels at P < 0.05.

2.4.2. Data-Driven Cluster Analysis. To identify regions of
interest (ROI) associated with positive BOLD signal across
the High-Attention, Low-Attention, and NEW categories,
we first combined the three group-averaged datasets. This
allowed us to develop ROI that were associated with ac-
tivation in any of the three conditions of interest. We were
particularly interested in areas in and around the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex and the temporoparietal junction due to
their proposed involvement in executive control as well as
phonological short-term storage and language processing
[12, 43, 44]. However, since the proposed involvement
of these regions is based almost entirely on visual rather
than auditory paradigms, and there is growing evidence for
bilateral involvement in language processing [45, 46], we
examined the following ROI in both hemispheres. Mag-
nitude estimates and peak Talairach coordinates are listed in
Table 1.

Masks corresponding to distinct anatomical regions of
interest were developed, and ROI were defined based on the
threshold-corrected regions of significant activation. Brain
regions showing significant positive BOLD activation are
listed in Table 1 and described as follows (approximate
Brodmann areas in parentheses): Frontal Lobe (dorsal to
ventral): medial frontal gyrus (6/32), middle frontal gyrus
(9/46), inferior frontal gyrus (47/pars orbitalis), and anterior
insular cortex (13). Parietal Lobe (inferior parietal lobule):
angular gyrus (39) and supramarginal gyrus (40). We looked
for additional ROI along the anterior-posterior axis of the
superior temporal lobe due to its routine involvement in
speech and language tasks [47–51], but found only one with
significant activation: superior temporal gyrus including and
extending around the transverse temporal gyrus (BA41/42).
Sub-cortical ROI included basal ganglia (caudate body) and
thalamic nuclei (anterior). Finally, several ROI were localized
to the anterior and posterior lobes of the cerebellum.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Surprise Postscan Memory Test. The surprise memory
test was intended to provide proof of concept that the
attentional manipulation at encoding actually produced an
effect. Specifically, High-Attention words should be better
remembered than Low-Attention words, and each of these
should be better attended than NEW words. Conversely,
participants should not indicate recognition for words
introduced as foils that were not presented earlier at any time
in the experiment.

Figure 1 shows the result of the group memory analysis
(full variance model: F3,48 = 17.44, N = 13 listeners; P <
0.001, two-tailed). As predicted, the strongest memory scores
were for responses to the High-Attention words. These words
showed the best hit rate at 93.8± 2.4% (mean± SEM), com-
pared to 70.8 ± 4.6% for Low-Attention words, and 51.0 ±
6.5% for NEW words (all means significantly different based
on post-hoc, two-tailed ANOVA; see Figure 1). Additionally,
words introduced as foils during the postscan memory test
were correctly rejected 86.2 ± 3.3% of the time, indicating a
low false alarm rate.
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Table 1: Regions selected for ROI analysis.

Left hemisphere Right hemisphere

x, y, z Tmax x, y, z Tmax

Condition 1: High Attention

Frontal lobe

Medial frontal gyrus (6/32) −2, 3, 48 8.97 1, 12, 45 7.31

Middle frontal gyrus (9/46) −52, 22, 28 3.26 47, 18, 37 3.17

Inferior frontal gyrus (47) −52, 17, −3 3.72 46, 16, −4 4.39

Insula (13) −36, 21, 5 4.92 36, 21, 6 6.50

Parietal lobe

Supramarginal gyrus (40) −35, −62, 39(1) 3.76 39, −55, 46(2) 3.39

Superior temporal lobe

Heschl’s gyrus (41/42) −50, −18, 10 5.54 53, −17, 10 9.09

Caudate body −14, −6, 19 4.32 14, −6, 19 3.77

Cerebellum—anterior lobe −32, −50, −27 3.84 26, −53, −26 5.59

Cerebellum—posterior lobe −7, −69, −23 2.81 6, −69, −23 3.04

Thalamus—anterior −7, −13, 1 5.62 1, −9, 14 4.19

Condition 2: Low Attention

Frontal lobe

Medial frontal gyrus (6/32) −2, 3, 47 7.05 1, 12, 45 5.99

Middle frontal gyrus (9/46) −50, 17, 27 3.78 53, 16, 28 2.95

Inferior frontal gyrus (47) −50, 24, −1 3.98 49, 26, −2 3.11

Insula (13) −34, 23, 4 4.38 40, 16, 0 4.46

Superior temporal lobe

Heschl’s gyrus (41/42) −57, −21, 13 3.60 51, −18, 10 8.45

Cerebellum—anterior lobe −36, −47, −27 5.89 31, −50, −27 3.69

Cerebellum—posterior lobe −1, −70, −21 8.57 7, −70, −23 2.88

Thalamus—anterior −8, −9, 9 4.82 5, −11, 12 5.21

Condition 3: NEW words

Frontal lobe

Medial frontal gyrus (6/32) −1, 9, 46 5.94 1, 12, 45 7.31

Middle frontal gyrus (9) −52, 19, 27 3.26 57, 22, 27 3.17

Inferior frontal gyrus (45) −59, 22, 7 3.48 49, 26, 0 3.18

Inferior frontal gyrus (47) —, —, — — 51, 22, 1 2.89

Insula (13) −42, 15, 0 3.19 42, 14, −1 6.50

Parietal lobe

Angular gyrus/middle temp. gyr. (39) −41, −63, 24 3.76 46, −65, 21 3.39

Superior temporal lobe

Heschl’s gyrus (41/42) −58, −18, 11 5.54 52, −14, 10 9.09

Cerebellum—anterior lobe −36, −54, −28 3.21 38, −54, −27 3.00

Cerebellum—posterior lobe −1, −69, −22 2.83 5, −72, −22 2.30

Thalamus—anterior −8, −8, 12 4.70 3, −8, 11 3.25

Group-averaged data showing peak intensity values (Tmax) and coordinates (mm in Talairach space) for activated clusters (closest Brodmann areas in
parentheses) in each of the three conditions compared to the resting state. Corrected activation threshold = P < 0.05, N = 14. (1)Activity spread into
intraparietal sulcus in 58% of listeners. (2)Activation in SMG, but peak was more localized to angular gyrus in 29%, and intraparietal sulcus in 21% of listeners.

3.2. fMRI Results. A temporal analysis of the BOLD re-
sponses for each stimulus condition was performed by
modeling the fMRI time series over a range of time lags, as
shown in Figure 2. Although this analysis lacks the temporal
precision of electrophysiological methods [1], it can provide
valuable information about the relative timing of neural
events associated with each test condition [31]. As stated

above, eight separate hemodynamic response models were
constructed for each stimulus type, and the peak of each
model was time-shifted by one TR in order to capture peak
responses across an 8-TR (18.4 s) time window. We then
calculated the BOLD responses from the peak activation at
each time lag, as shown in Figure 2. As expected, strong
BOLD activity was observed in the superior temporal lobe
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in the vicinity of primary auditory cortex, and this activity
did not vary with the three stimulus conditions (Table 1).
In addition to the expected early activity in left superior
temporal gyrus, BOLD responses associated with all three
stimulus categories were, on average, 20% greater in right
superior temporal gyrus, which is consistent with the other
right-lateralized activation patterns discussed below.

3.2.1. Segregation of Function in Dorsal and Ventral Prefrontal
Cortex . As shown in Figure 2(a), identification of words in
all three categories was associated with activity in left middle
frontal gyrus (a portion of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex—
DLPFC) and this activity was closely mirrored in anterior
insular cortex (Figure 2(b)). Furthermore, the time course
of the BOLD response in these two left-hemisphere regions
was similar for all three word categories regardless of the
initial encoding condition. In contrast, right DLPFC showed
a distinctly different response pattern, with High-Attention
words yielding significantly greater responses relative to Low-
Attention words, and the latter yielding significantly greater
responses relative to NEW words. This pattern indicates a
strong differential effect of attention at encoding in right
DLPFC (BA9/46) compared to left DLPFC (Figure 2(a))
and bilateral insula (Figure 2(b)). Importantly, this result
is consistent with earlier studies using written words that
linked activity in this region of right DLPFC with post-
retrieval processing and/or monitoring functions [37, 52–
54]. If right DLPFC is indeed involved selectively in post-
retrieval processing, we would also expect, in accord with the
“Attention-to-Memory” model, that words strongly attended
at encoding might evoke a greater memory response than
words only weakly attended at encoding. This graded pattern
of activity was, in fact, observed for the High- and Low-
Attention words, as shown in Figure 2(a). Conversely, this
region would not be expected to activate in response to
NEW words because these words were not yet encoded into
memory. In accord with this hypothesis, only negligible
positive BOLD activity was observed in right DLPFC in
response to NEW words (Figure 2(a), right column).

As shown in Figure 2(c), another bilateral set of clusters
was located in the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). This area
is believed to be an important rostral component of the
so-called “ventral frontoparietal stream” that is frequently
observed in studies involving the detection of novel or low-
frequency events, particularly when they are unexpected
[3]. Although this pathway has been observed in numerous
visuospatial attention studies, our findings using auditory
language stimuli are also consistent with this anatomical
framework. Figure 2 shows how the three stimulus con-
ditions in our study differentially activated the ventral
frontoparietal stream. The focal point for these clusters in
the frontal lobes was found in pars orbitalis (BA47), and in
accord with the ventral frontoparietal model, activity was
also lateralized to the right hemisphere (Figure 2(c), right
column). Both the High- and Low-Attention conditions were
associated with comparable activation in left and right IFG.
However, in left IFG, a BOLD response on a similar time
course was absent for the NEW words, indicating that the
early response in IFG to previously encoded words may

specifically reflect memory for these previously presented
items. Despite the absence of an early BOLD response in left
IFG for NEW words, these items were instead associated with
a late-onset response in the right hemisphere (Figure 2(c),
right column). In other words, responses to the NEW words
differed from the previously attended words both in terms
of hemispheric lateralization and in the late time course of
activation in IFG (BA47), suggesting that this late activation
more likely reflects the initial encoding of NEW words into
memory.

3.2.2. Segregation of Function in Ventral Posterior Cortex.
With respect to language processing, converging evidence
suggests a key role for posterior parietal and temporal regions
in verbal memory and attention [12, 31, 37, 44]. One
memory model predicts that items correctly identified as
previously encountered (old) will trigger increased activity in
left intraparietal cortex, relative to missed old and correctly
rejected novel items [31]. However, as noted above, selective
attention is another cognitive function that is commonly
associated with posterior parietal cortex, and it remains
unclear how the influence of attention may affect the neural
networks underlying recollection and familiarity, especially
in the auditory domain.

It has been proposed that inferior parietal lobule, a
region within ventral posterior parietal cortex, may serve
a specialized function in the expression of attention, as
proposed in both the Embedded-Processes model [14, 15]
and the Attention-to-Memory (AtoM) model [8, 18–20].
These models allowed us to generate informed predictions
about the neural substrates underlying a possible attention-
dependent memory effect in our study. If ventral posterior
parietal cortex serves specifically as the “focus of attention”
as in the Embedded-Processes model, we would expect
activation in this region to be differentiated according to the
level of attention directed toward each stimulus at encoding,
as shown in Figure 1. Another prediction is that any region
responsible for the reactivation of focused attention prior
to memory retrieval should display activity earlier in the
hemodynamic response than regions responsible for post-
stimulus processing steps, such as semantic analysis.

As shown in Figure 2(d) and Table 1, the principal
locus of activation in posterior parietal cortex was found
bilaterally in the supramarginal gyrus (SMG). This activity,
furthermore, was associated specifically with listening to
and identifying the High-Attention words, but not the Low-
Attention words. This is consistent with the notion that
activation in and around the SMG is related to attentional
scanning that placed our High-Attention words into the
“focus of attention” according to the Embedded-Processes
model. To examine the spatial location of the group acti-
vation in greater detail, the activation was overlaid onto
the individual anatomical scans of each participant. This
participant-by-participant anatomical localization revealed
that the peak activation was located in the left SMG for
86% (12 of 14 individuals), and in the right SMG for
64% of the participants. As shown in Table 2, activation in
the left hemisphere was completely isolated to the SMG in
36% of listeners, whereas in 50%, the activity also spread
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Figure 2: Brain regions showing significant group activation (N = 14) associated with recognizing previously-encoded words (High
Attention, Low Attention), and NEW words relative to the resting state. At left, axial slices show patterns of BOLD activation in each bilateral
ROI overlaid onto canonical anatomical images (z-depth in mm). (a) Middle Frontal Gyrus, MFG; (b) Anterior Insula; (c) Inferior Frontal
Gyrus, IFG; (d) Supramarginal Gyrus, SMG; (e) Angular Gyrus/Middle Temporal Gyrus, AG/MTG. To the right of the activation maps in
each row are plots of % BOLD signal change associated with memories of items in each word category, plotted over time (8 TRs). Each value
represents peak activity extracted from each ROI at each time point, then averaged over the entire group. Only activity peaks that survived
correction for multiple comparisons are shown. No standard errors were above 0.01%, therefore error bars were omitted for clarity.

from the SMG into the adjoining intraparietal sulcus (IPS).
In contrast, the primary focus of activation in the right
hemisphere was more variable, localizing to the SMG for
50% of the participants, to the angular gyrus (AG) for 29%

of participants, and to the IPS for 21% of participants. This
greater variation likely reflects the greater variability of the
anatomical landmarks within the posterior right hemisphere
for our participants.
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Table 2: Regions of primary focus and secondary spread for parietal ROIs associated with the High-Attention condition in each of the 14
subjects.

Left hemisphere Right hemisphere

Primary focus Secondary spread Primary focus Secondary spread

S1 SMG IPS SMG AG

S2 SMG — AG SMG/IPS

S3 SMG IPS SMG IPS

S4 SPL IPS AG SMG/IPS

S5 SMG IPS SMG IPS

S6 SMG IPS SMG AG

S7 SMG IPS SMG IPS

S8 SMG IPS SMG IPS

S9 IPS SMG IPS SMG

S10 SMG — IPS SMG

S11 SMG — SMG —

S12 SMG — IPS —

S13 SMG — AG SMG/IPS

S14 SMG IPS AG SMG/IPS

AG: angular gyrus (BA39); IPS: intraparietal sulcus (BA40/7); SMG: supramarginal gyrus (BA40); SPL: superior parietal lobule (BA7).

Table 3: Regions of primary focus and secondary spread for parietal ROIs associated with the NEW condition in each of the 14 subjects.

Left hemisphere Right hemisphere

Primary focus Secondary spread Primary focus Secondary spread

S1 AG pMTG pMTG —

S2 SMG AG pMTG —

S3 AG pMTG pMTG —

S4 AG pMTG pMTG —

S5 AG pMTG pMTG AG

S6 AG pMTG pMTG —

S7 SMG AG AG pMTG

S8 AG pMTG AG pMTG

S9 AG pMTG pMTG —

S10 SMG AG AG —

S11 AG pMTG pMTG —

S12 SMG AG AG —

S13 SMG AG AG pMTG

S14 AG pMTG pMTG —

AG: angular gyrus (BA39); pMTG: posterior middle temporal gyrus (BA39); SMG: supramarginal gyrus (BA40).

In contrast to these spatial activation patterns for pre-
viously encoded High-Attention words, the principal locus
of activation in posterior parietal cortex for NEW words
was associated with delayed activity in BA39; specifically AG
and the adjacent portion of posterior middle temporal gyrus
(pMTG) in both hemispheres (Figure 2(e); Table 3). In the
left parietal lobe, the activity was centered within the AG for
64% of the participants (9 of 14 individuals) with additional
activity that spreads around the peak activation into pMTG.
In the right parietal lobe, the primary focus was centered
more often in pMTG (64%) than in AG (36%) (Table 3).
Thus the BOLD activation associated with NEW words
was distinctly more ventral and posterior than the parietal

activation pattern for previously encoded High-Attention
words. Moreover, the time course of NEW word-related
activity in right posterior parietal cortex was similar to that
observed in right IFG for NEW words (compare Figures 2(c)
and 2(e)). This finding suggests that the timing of activation
in right BA39 may be an important determinant in how
different stimulus contexts are represented in this region.
The timing difference may reflect two distinct functional
roles for this component of the frontoparietal attention
network in processing previously encoded (High-Attention)
words and newly encoded (NEW) words. One possibility is
that the delayed response in BA39 may reflect the increased
time required to access semantic content associated with
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Figure 3: Neuroanatomical model of attentive listening networks
in the right hemisphere. Both frontoparietal pathways belong to the
proposed ventral, “bottom-up”, attention stream (see text). The top
stream that processes High-Attention words (red pathway) connects
BA40 in inferior parietal lobule (IPL) and BA47 in inferior frontal
gyrus (IFG). The delayed-activation stream for novel stimuli (green
pathway) shows the relationship between BA39 in IPL and BA47
in IFG. The red stream for processing High-attention words has
another frontal component in right middle frontal gyrus (MFG)
that appears to play a role in later postretrieval processing (see text).
Responses to the Low-attention words were not observed in parietal
cortex, but were present in BA9 and BA47, as well as in bilateral
anterior insula (BA13) and dorsal anterior cingulate/supplementary
motor area (BA6) (Table 1).

these NEW words [55], or alternatively, activation may be
associated more directly with processing novel events [3].

Based on these results, we propose a neuroanatomical
framework that involves two subnetworks in the ventral
frontoparietal attention stream, as shown in Figure 3. The
relatively early onset activation for previously encoded words
in BA40 and BA47 suggests an early attentional role for this
subnetwork (Figure 3, red pathway), while the delayed time
course of NEW word responses in BA39 and BA47 could
reflect the activity of a separate ventral pathway associated
principally with bottom-up processing of novel word stimuli
(green pathway). Our results are therefore consistent with
previous findings that ventral parietal cortex plays a pivotal
role in language-based tasks [37, 55–57]. Inferior parietal
activity has been found more reliably in studies of working
memory than in those of explicit recall [15, 58–60], and
our results are also consistent with these findings. Moreover,
during the encoding phase of our study (Figure 1), right
BA40 was activated at the time our spoken stimulus words
were first encoded [39]. The results of the memory phase
in the present study show that right BA40 was reactivated
at retrieval, a finding strongly in line with the transfer-
appropriate processing model [10, 25, 29–31, 61–63]. We
propose that early selective activation of right BA40 serves to
initiate incidental memory for the studied words by bringing
them back into the “focus of attention” that was established
earlier during encoding [13, 64–66].

4. Conclusion

In summary, our data support a functional framework in
which the brain regions that are engaged in identifying words
are also sensitive to the level of attention at the time the
words were initially encoded. A structural model generated
from our findings is illustrated in Figure 3. Our data are
consistent with a “focus of attention” centered in right SMG
(BA40), but we also identified a frontal region in right
DLPFC (BA9/46) that is consistent with an “Attention-to-
Memory” function in postretrieval processing. Other frontal
regions (left DLPFC) were insensitive to the attentional
manipulation at encoding, responding similarly to both the
two studied word categories as well as to the newly encoded
(NEW) words. The pattern in left DLPFC is therefore
consistent with other cognitive processes such as executive
control of attention that would not be expected to vary across
our word categories. A key result was that once a spoken
word was unintentionally encoded, subsequent retrieval of
that word varied as a function of the initial level of attention
directed toward the word at the time of encoding. This is
consistent with the notion that attention is critical not only
for efficient encoding of words into memory, but it also
helps to preserve salient information that is required for the
successful retrieval of that information from memory.
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Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a complicated disease characterized by heterogeneous pathology that varies across individuals. Accurate
identification and quantification of pathological changes may facilitate a better understanding of disease pathogenesis and
progression and help identify novel therapies for MS patients. Texture analysis evaluates interpixel relationships that generate
characteristic organizational patterns in an image, many of which are beyond the ability of visual perception. Given its promise
detecting subtle structural alterations texture analysis may be an attractive means to evaluate disease activity and evolution. It
may also become a new tool to assess therapeutic efficacy if technique issues are resolved and pathological correlates are further
confirmed. This paper describes the concept, strategies, and considerations of MRI texture analysis; summarizes applications of
texture analysis in MS as a measure of tissue integrity and its clinical relevance; then discusses potentially future directions of
texture analysis in MS.

1. Introduction

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is characterized by heterogeneous
histopathology including inflammatory infiltrates, demyeli-
nation, remyelination, axonal damage, and gliosis [1]. Con-
sequences of irreversible structural injury eventually lead
to progressive physical disability and functional impairment
[2]. T2 lesion number and volume are commonly used to
evaluate disease activity and burden [3], which however
are pathologically nonspecific and correlate only moderately
with clinical outcomes. Accurate identification and quantifi-
cation of pathological changes may facilitate a better under-
standing of disease pathogenesis and progression and help
identify novel therapies for MS patients.

Structural abnormalities that appear regular may be ex-
tracted by visual inspection while complex patterns of pa-
thology that are commonly encountered in medical images
are difficult to interpret and require the employment of ad-
vanced analysis techniques [4]. As an emerging quantitative
approach, texture analysis demonstrates promise to detect
subtle structural alterations that are not perceivable on
conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). This paper
describes the concept, strategies, and considerations of MRI

texture analysis; summarizes the potential of texture analysis
as a measure of tissue structural property and the clinical
relevance; then discusses possible future directions of MRI
texture analysis in MS.

2. The Concept

Texture analysis is an image postprocessing approach that
extracts quantitative information from a digital image based
on mathematical analysis: it can be applied to any image and
is used in fields as diverse as medicine and geology [5–8]
(Figure 1). A two-dimensional (2D) MR image is a digitized
picture of elements (pixels), characterized by spatial location
and gray-level intensities. MRI texture analysis evaluates the
organizational pattern of image pixels that is unique to the
underlying substrates in a tissue. Texture features are, in fact,
mathematical parameters that describe the distribution of
gray-level intensities to reflect the structural regularity of
the imaged tissue [9]. Consequently the structural property
of a tissue determines the nature of its texture, which
is inevitably affected by histopathological development.
Intuitively, texture can be described as smooth or rough,
regular or irregular, fine or coarse.
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Figure 1: Overview of general texture analysis pipelines in the MRI of MS.

3. Approaches

Numerous strategies have been proposed for the examina-
tion of image texture. Depending on the particular meth-
od used to assess interpixel relationships, a variety of ded-
icated texture features can be derived. Both statistical and
spatial frequency-based approaches are used preferably in
neurological imaging applications including MS, which are
described below (Table 1). Note that the mathematical basis,
calculation procedure, and feature extraction strategies of
these texture analysis methods have been discussed compre-
hensively in previous publications and are not discussed in
detail in this paper.

3.1. Statistical Approach. This approach attempts to charac-
terize image texture using statistical parameters. First-order
statistics (i.e., mean and variance of gray level, mean and
variance of gradient) provides a global assessment of pixel
distribution and is relatively intuitive and self-explaining.
Second- or higher-order statistics characterizes local texture
properties in an image which is based primarily on the cooc-
currence matrix (GLCM) [7] and run-length matrix (RLM)
[10].

The GLCM method has been investigated heavily since
its first introduction by Haralick et al. in 1973 [7] and has
demonstrated considerable promise in MRI texture analysis.
In brief, the GLCM method computes the joint probability
of two pixels which have particular (cooccurring) gray-level
values, with a distance d (d = 1, . . . ,n pixels in a dimension)
apart along a given direction (0, 45, 90, and 135 degrees)
(Figure 2). Fourteen parameters can be derived from each
GLCM, which collectively reflect the homogeneity, local
contrast, correlation, and complexity of an image.

The RLM method [9, 10] quantifies image texture in
a similar manner as the GLCM approach. Basically, a gray
level run dictates the number of times two or more pixels
having the same value in a preset direction, and the RLM
is the matrix of run-length frequency occurring in an image
in each (generally 4) direction considered. Features derived
from RLM represent fine (long runs) or coarse texture (short
runs) of an image.

3.2. Spatial Frequency-Based Approach. Pixel patterns that
create a unique texture in an image also generate a unique
frequency distribution at the spatial scale of the pattern.
Specifically, fast changing gray level values represent high
frequency content. Conversely, low frequencies relate to slow
changing or no change gray-level values [9]. Ideally, the fre-
quency content held in an image can be calculated using
the Fourier transform (FT). However, the FT cannot isolate
frequency profiles specific to individual spatial locations [11,
12]. Moreover, the determination of slow or fast gray-value
changes also depends on the scale that is utilized to examine
the image. For instance, an image area would demonstrate
little variations if analyzed by a large scale (or from a far
distance) whereas an area would yield detailed information
if identified by a small scale (or from a close distance).

A few advanced transforms have been developed trying to
characterize localized frequencies specific to each pixel loca-
tion. One of the versatile approaches is the wavelet transform
(WT) which characterizes multiscale frequency content (i.e.,
wavelet coefficients) at each spatial location of an image [13].
This flexibility allows the WT to decompose image texture
scale specifically which is ideal for a tissue of heterogeneous
pathology. Nonetheless the WT is computationally expensive
and lack of intuitive [8]; it has yet no direct applications in
MS. The Stockwell transform (ST) is a recent advancement
in spatial frequency analysis [11, 14]. While analog to the
WT for its multiresolution ability, the ST is a Fourier-based
analysis that provides unique frequency spectra (Figure 3)
at all pixel locations of an image. Moreover, rotationally
invariant information can be obtained by eliminating the
angular variance of image texture using the polar form of ST
(PST) [15], which is a gifted advantage as medical images are
prone to movement artifacts (Figure 3).

4. Considerations

While texture analysis is potentially a new tool to identify
subtle structural changes in a tissue, there are concerns re
In theory, differences in acquisition parameters, imaging
sequences, and the homogeneity of radio-frequency (RF)
field cause alterations in pixel arrangements and therefore
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Table 1: Overview of common texture analysis approaches in MS.

Assessment Utility

Statistical approach

First-order Global assessment of pixel distribution Self-explanatory yet lack of detail

Second-order

Gray-level cooccurrence matrix (GLCM)
Joint probability of two pixels having
cooccurring gray level values at a given
distance and direction

Multiple properties of a texture
(coarseness, correlation, contrast), less
sensitive to larger scales

Run length matrix (RLM)
The number of times two or more pixels
having the same value in a preset direction

Several properties of a texture
(coarseness), less sensitive to larger scales

Spectral approach

Fourier transform
Entire frequency profile, using sinusoid
basis functions

Useful for signals without temporal
changes

Wavelet transform
Scale-based frequency content, using a
deformable localizing “mother” wavelet as
basis function

Multiscale analysis; less intuitive and can
be computation-expensive

Stockwell transform
Scale-based frequency content, using fast
Fourier transform and a flexible Gaussian
localizing window

Fourier-based multiscale frequency
content; computation time varies by
image size and algorithm

MRI texture. This potential limit is drawing much attention
and has partially confounded the clinical use of texture
analysis. On the other hand, few recent studies argued that
MRI texture analysis is relatively tolerant to the imaging
variables and support further investigation [16–18].

Mayerhoefer et al. [16] assessed the impact of variance
in acquisition parameters (number of acquisitions, repe-
tition time, echo time, sampling bandwidth, and spatial
resolution) to texture indices and pattern discrimination.
Texture features were increasingly sensitive to the variation
of acquisition parameters in images with increasingly spatial
resolution. However, the variation in imaging parameters
had little impact on texture measurements if the image
had sufficient spatial resolution. Meanwhile, GLCM-derived
texture parameters outperformed the other statistical and
WT ones. In another study of similar purpose, Harrison
et al. [17] evaluated whether texture analysis was sensitive
to image acquisition and processing protocols by assessing
differences between three types of imaging sequences, two
anatomical levels of interest, three sequential slices, and two
methods of delineation of regions of interest (ROIs). A total
of 280 statistical and WT-based parameters were extracted
from lesions, WM regions further away from lesions (WM),
WM regions adjacent to lesions (NAWM), cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF), and basal ganglia of 38 patients with either MS
or clinically isolated syndrome (CIS). The authors showed
that MRI texture analysis provided an excellent distinction
between tissues of interest (96–100% accuracy). There was
no significant difference in the results of texture-based
classification between imaging sequences, anatomical levels,
or between temporal imaging slices within tissue. Moreover,
Savio et al. [18] have studied the effect of slice thickness to
texture analysis of MS lesions and the NAWM. The signal
intensity of three 1-mm consecutive slices was averaged to
simulate a 3-mm slice that is commonly utilized in clinical
imaging. There were moderate differences in the distribution

of texture values between 1-mm and 3-mm slices, which
nonetheless did not compromise the classification results
(lesion versus NAWM) even using different slice thickness
between training and test datasets.

The robustness of texture analysis seems to be indicated
by these investigations. However, the impact of imaging fac-
tors was assessed based on the accuracy of texture-associated
classifiers. While it is a popular approach in computer-as-
sisted diagnosis, the classification step may have compli-
cated the evaluation process and added difficulty for inter-
pretation. Direct comparison of texture characteristics may
be helpful in the future to clarify this issue. Furthermore, it
has not been fully investigated whether texture measures are
portable between imaging centers; some researchers [19, 20]
suggest that the use of test objects at different MRI scanners
may be a practical means for feature normalization.

5. Applications

5.1. Characterization of Structure Properties. While patho-
logically different, the activity of many MS lesions cannot
be distinguished on conventional MRI based on their
appearances. Using a texture-based segmentation approach,
Yu et al. [21] examined the feasibility of texture analysis to
differentiate activity levels of 32 lesions from 8 relapsing-
remitting (RR) MS. Forty-two features were extracted from
first- and higher-order (GLCM and RLM) statistics from
each lesion. By referencing the status of gadolinium (Gd)-
enhancement, texture analysis based on T2-weighted MRI
(T2W) allowed an accurate classification of both active
(88%) and nonactive lesions (96%). As an exception to most
texture analysis studies, features from RLM demonstrated
better discrimination potential than that from GLCM. In
addition, new evidence showed that a texture-based pattern
recognition system was able to differentiate MS lesions from
other neurological abnormalities on MRI [22].
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Figure 2: Schematic demonstration of texture analysis in the T2-weighted MR image from an MS patient (top) using a statistical method
(gray-level cooccurrence matrix, GLCM). Areas of a focal lesion (box in the right) and the contralateral NAWM are delineated respectively,
where texture analysis is conducted. Shown are different GLCMs computed at 0 degree based on the small sample subregions from the lesion
(bottom right) and the NAWM of the patient.

Despite the dominance of multifocal pathology, diffuse
abnormalities are observed in the normal appearing white
matter (NAWM) and gray matter (NAGM) of MS patients
[23]. Recently, J. Zhang et al. [24] assessed the texture
property of MS lesions, NAWM, and normal WM from 16
patients and 16 controls and compared the segmentation
ability of joint statistical and spectral features (>200) with
that of GLCM features alone. The classification accuracy
based on combined sets of texture parameters was superior
(100%) compared to GLCM features only between MS
lesions and NAWM or normal WM; however, the classifi-
cation power was compromised (58.33%) in an attempt to
differentiate NAWM from normal WM. The disadvantage of
statistical texture analysis to detect NAWM abnormality was
also implicated in a previous study [25], which compared the
texture of frontal NAWM in 41 MS patients with the texture
of normal WM at the same region of the brain in 10 controls.
No texture difference was identified, which was presumably
due to limited resolution of MR images.

Great potential of texture analysis has also been demon-
strated using spectral features derived from the PST. In a
longitudinal study, Y. Zhang et al. [26] analyzed the texture
of new enhancing lesions in comparison with chronic lesions
and the NAWM on T2W MRI from 10 RRMS patients.
The texture in contrast-enhancing lesions was significantly
coarser than that in chronic lesions or the NAWM on the
same imaging slice; it improved gradually thereafter only
in the acute lesions. The texture in chronic lesions re-
mained relatively stable over time, as did the texture in the
NAWM. This study also showed that the recovery of acute
lesions seemed to be associated with the degree of coarse
texture during enhancement. Using a similar method, Y.
Zhang et al. [27] investigated whether texture was different
between new acute T1 hypointense lesions (acute black
holes, ABHs) that persist and those that resolve over time.
The ABHs were classified as transient (tABHs), suggesting

repair [28], or persistent (pABHs), reflecting destruction
[29] based on their eventual T1 MRI appearance (isointense
or hypointense) 5–8 months later. The tABHs demonstrated
significantly finer texture than the pABHs when first seen on
T1W MRI. These intriguing data suggest that inflammatory
demyelination generates a heterogeneous signal manifesting
as coarse texture, whereas organized tissue generates a
homogeneous signal manifesting as fine texture (the texture
of repairing tissue or the NAWM).

5.2. Clinical Relevance. The demonstration of clinical rele-
vance is important for a potential imaging measure as part
of the validation process. Mathias et al. [30] performed
texture analysis on T2W MRI of the spinal cord from
40 MS patients (10 each of RRMS, primary progressive
MS, secondary progressive MS, and benign MS) and 10
controls. Eight texture features (4 first-order and 4 GLCM
statistics) were extracted from the entire cross-sectional
area of the segmented spinal cord. Mean texture features
were significantly different between all patients and normal
controls and between normal controls and patient subgroups
except for benign MS. In particular, while not all significant,
MRI texture was generally coarser (i.e., increased entropy
and decreased angular second moment) in MS patients than
in controls, which was identified before detectable spinal
cord atrophy. Moreover, two texture features (mean gradient
and mean gray level) correlated significantly with disability
as assessed by the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS)
in MS subjects. The authors suggested that texture analysis
might be a potential tool to monitor changes associated
with patient disability; however, the reproducibility and
sensitivity of texture measurements must be improved.
Similarly, by analyzing the GLCM texture of magnetization
transfer ratio (MTR, a potential measure of tissue injury)
maps of the brain from 23 controls, 38 patients with CIS
and 35 patients with MS, Tozer et al. [31] found that
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Figure 3: Texture analysis of the same image demonstrated in Figure 2 using a spectral method (polar Stockwell transform, PST). The
PST spectra were first calculated as radius and orientation in polar coordinate (middle figure with arrows in circle); then a 1-dimentional
spectrum (texture curve) was obtained by integrating frequencies along the radial direction for each frequency and pixel. Plots in the right
side of the figure demonstrate the average texture curve of central 5 × 5 pixels in the lesion (right box) and the contralateral NAWM of the
patient. Note that the amplitude of the low-frequency range appears greater (coarser) in the lesion than in the NAWM (arrows).

the texture in MS differed from CIS and controls but did
not differ between the later two groups. Furthermore, GM
MTR texture correlated with neurological disability and WM
MTR texture was associated with cognitive measures in
MS. In the future, more studies of texture analysis for its
capacity to characterize GM pathology would be desirable
as conventional MRI is suboptimal to define GM plaques,
which however demonstrated considerable pathological and
clinical relevance [32, 33].

In a more recent study, Loizou et al. [34] assessed the
texture of MS lesions and the NAWM from 38 patients with
CIS and normal WM from 20 volunteers and examined
the relationship between texture severity of MS lesions
and disease progression over approximately 2 years. T2
MRI texture was analyzed using an amplitude modulation-
frequency modulation (AM-FM) method, a technique with
similarities to the multiscale spectral analysis. Consisting
with other published reports, there was significant texture
difference between lesions, NAWM, and normal WM. More
interestingly, lesions of coarser texture at baseline associated
with more severe disability (EDSS > 2) accumulated over
2 years while lesions of finer texture at baseline were
found in patients who developed less disability (EDSS ≤
2). The AM-FM classifier based on medium frequency
instantaneous amplitude (relatively coarse texture) provided
the best segmentation results to these lesions (area under the
ROC curve = 0.76). The AM-FM features were proposed as

potential measures of lesion load and disability progression
in MS patients.

6. Future Directions

6.1. Pathological Correlates. It is hypothesized that patholog-
ical processes induce ultrastructural changes on the nanome-
ter to micrometer scale, which manifest as pixel pattern
changes on the millimeter scale of MR images. While it is not
validated in human subjects, pathological correlates of tex-
ture analysis has been demonstrated in animal models of MS.
Y. Zhang et al. [35] analyzed the texture of MS-like lesions on
7T T2W MRI in the spinal cord of mice with experimental
allergic encephalomyelitis (EAE, a model of MS) using the
PST. Increased PST texture was observed in EAE lesions
compared with the control tissue, which corresponded with
inflammation and demyelination. Moreover, texture analysis
was evidenced to detect remyelination in a cuprizone mouse
model of demyelination [36]. In that study, each mouse was
fed either with cuprizone to induce demyelination or with
normal diet as controls for 8 weeks. Texture analysis was
performed before (day 0) and 13, 29, 32, 41, and 56 days on
treatment. Yu et al. [36] showed that texture discrimination
functions classified myelinated (day 0) and demyelinated
(day 56) brain regions with near-perfect accuracy (95% and
98%, resp.). Furthermore, one of the texture parameters
from the RLM, the horizontal gray-level nonuniformity
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(HGLNU), varied in concordance with changes in the myeli-
nation status of four brain regions: the HGLNU im-
proved when reported remyelination occurred. While this
study was limited by correlating indirectly with histological
data inferred from literature, texture analysis appears to be
a potential measure of myelin integrity. Nonetheless, fur-
ther validation in MS subjects is necessary for a better under-
standing and interpretation of texture measurements in a
clinical context. As a common validating system for MRI
techniques, postmortem samples could be a great candidate;
in that way, pathological specificity of texture analysis can be
also investigated.

6.2. Evaluating Treatment Impact. Given its potential as a
sensitive measure of tissue integrity and the clinical rele-
vance, MRI texture analysis may be used to evaluate treat-
ment impact in both overt MS lesions and in the disease
prone NAWM. In this way, an integrated picture of ther-
apeutic efficacy can be obtained beyond the detectability
of lesion number and volume. In a feasibility study of 5
RRMS patients with active lesions, Y. Zhang et al. [37] in-
vestigated the texture of acute and chronic MS lesions and
the NAWM before and after minocycline treatment us-
ing the GLCM method. Compared with inactive lesions
and the NAWM, active lesions showed the greatest texture
abnormality and exhibited the largest texture changes over
6 months, although statistical analysis was not significant.
Recently, the promise of MRI texture analysis to identify
treatment effect has been demonstrated in patients with non-
Hodgkin lymphoma; [38] however, this is subject to further
investigation in MS subjects.

7. Conclusions

MRI texture analysis demonstrates great potential in the
study of MS. As an image processing strategy, texture analysis
shows promise to extract clinically meaningful information
from routine conventional MRI. Given its clinical relevance,
texture analysis may be an attractive means to characterize
disease activity and progression. However, the robustness of
texture analysis to imaging protocols must be clarified before
a significant clinical effect can be established. Furthermore,
despite the promising outcomes in animal models, patholog-
ical correlates of texture analysis are subject to confirmation
in MS subjects, whereby the role of texture analysis can be
further tested as a potential tool of evaluating treatment
benefits for MS patients.
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Purpose. To develop a technique to automate landmark selection for point-based interpolating transformations for nonlinear med-
ical image registration. Materials and Methods. Interpolating transformations were calculated from homologous point landmarks
on the source (image to be transformed) and target (reference image). Point landmarks are placed at regular intervals on contours
of anatomical features, and their positions are optimized along the contour surface by a function composed of curvature similarity
and displacements of the homologous landmarks. The method was evaluated in two cases (n = 5 each). In one, MRI was registered
to histological sections; in the second, geometric distortions in EPI MRI were corrected. Normalized mutual information and target
registration error were calculated to compare the registration accuracy of the automatically and manually generated landmarks.
Results. Statistical analyses demonstrated significant improvement (P < 0.05) in registration accuracy by landmark optimization
in most data sets and trends towards improvement (P < 0.1) in others as compared to manual landmark selection.

1. Introduction

In rodent brains images may become distorted due to instru-
ment imperfections or, in the case of histology, tissue pro-
cessing. For example, magnetic field inhomogeneity causes
geometric distortions in echo planar imaging (EPI) MRI;
mechanical forces acting on a harvested brain during slicing
may cause tissue tearing. And chemical preparation for
histological analysis may cause deformation of tissue, evident
in histological micrographs. Correcting (or “rectifying,”
“warping”) the distorted images is required to adequately
represent rodent brains (in the case of EPI distortion in
MRI), or to compare different acquisition modalities (e.g.,
comparison of in vivo images and histological micrographs).
Normally, affine (linear + translation) transformation can-
not reconcile severe distortions making nonlinear transfor-
mation necessary.

Among the nonlinear transformation techniques, point-
based interpolating transformation techniques are widely

employed because they are easy to implement and flexible
for different applications [1–3]. A typical point-based inter-
polating approach is comprised of three steps: (1) placing
homologous point landmarks on the source image (image
to be transformed) and the target image (image used as
the reference), respectively, (2) computing the interpolating
transformation (e.g., polynomial splines, B splines and thin-
plate splines [4, 5]) between the source and target images,
and (3) aligning the landmarks exactly and mapping other
parts of image using the computed transformation.

Accurate interpolating transformation requires an exact
match of homologous landmarks. Manual identification of
landmark points is time consuming and prone to intra-
and interobserver variations. A number of investigators have
attempted to automate the landmark definition process by
exploiting the geometry of anatomical or biological struc-
tures. Typical geometrical features include line intersections
[6, 7], local curvature maxima [8–10], and centroid of closed
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Table 1: Pseudocode of the landmark generation and optimization technique.

(1) Identify homologous contours on the source and target images either by manually drawing or using image processing techniques.

(2) Split the homologous contours into C pairs of corresponding source and target curves.

(3) For c = 1 to C

For i = 3 to n

Add the ith landmark on the middle of the longest segment of the cth source curve and the homologous landmark on

the corresponding target segment.

Optimize landmarks by minimizing the cost function in (1).

End

(4) End

boundary region [11]. Employing the anatomical and bio-
logical features has greatly simplified the landmark gener-
ation. However, some biomedical images do not contain
well-distributed features to generate reliable landmarks for
accurate registration. More importantly, noise, artifacts, and
other factors can cause errors when identifying the features
using either automated or manual selection. A few studies
have taken landmark location errors into account. Rohr et al.
developed a method to relax the exact landmark matching
(i.e., allowing the algorithm to relocate the landmarks) using
thin-plate splines [12] by minimizing the bending energy
functional [13, 14]. This method can cope with isotropic as
well as anisotropic landmark errors. Bookstein [15, 16] used
a linear regression model and a technique called “curve
décolletage” to relax the interpolation condition. Image
properties such as edges of objects [13] have been used to
relax the exact landmark matching. However, the effect of
the landmark relaxation on the registration accuracy was
unknown in prior studies.

In the current investigation, we developed a technique to
automate and optimize the landmark generation using the
local curvature on anatomical contours and validated the
technique. The technique presented here is for two dimen-
sional (2-D) brain image nonlinear registration. Although
the rodent brain is a three dimensional (3-D) object, some
brain imaging studies are essentially carried out on 2-D
planes such as in histological microscopy, and in 2-D MRI
studies. More importantly, nonlinear distortion mostly
occurs on 2-D as well in these imaging studies. For example,
tissue tearing, shearing, shrinkage, and enlargement, during
sectioning and section handling, and eddy current in 2-D EPI
MRI acquisition, mostly cause 2-D in-plane nonlinear dis-
tortions. To guarantee the correspondence of the two brain
images to be registered, some prior process 3-D registra-
tion may be necessary. Detailed description of the process
follows.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Algorithm Development. The strategy of this method is
first to generate contours on corresponding anatomical fea-
tures on the source and target images and then generate land-
marks on homologous anatomical contours. The landmarks
are then relaxed from the original locations and allowed
to slide along the contours to achieve optimal matching.

The relocation of the landmarks is governed by a cost
function constituted by the local curvatures of landmarks
and their displacements. The procedure is described using
the pseudocode in Table 1.

The homologous contours on which the landmarks are
generated can be manually drawn on the images or identified
as the borders of objects using border detection methods, or
first identified automatically using border detection methods
and then manually modified to correct errors resulting from
noise and artifacts. Depending on the image properties, ap-
propriate border detection methods such as dynamic pro-
gramming or active contour models [17] can be used. The
homologous contours are manually split into several corre-
sponding source and target curves that are relatively regular
in shape (c.f. Figures 2(a), 2(b), 3(a), and 3(b). The splitting
usually improves the computational stability and efficiency
of the nonlinear transformation in our experience (we used
the thin-plate splines for the transformation calculations).

The next step is landmark generation and optimization
on each curve. An example of this step is illustrated in
Figure 1. The first two landmarks and their homologues are
fixed at the two ends of the corresponding source and target
curves (Figure 1(a)). The remaining landmarks (from the 3rd
to the nth; n is the user-preset number of landmarks on the
curve) are generated and optimized in an iterative fashion
as shown in Table 1. The landmarks split the source and
target curves into homologous curve segments (e.g., i − 1
landmarks split the curve into i − 2 segments). The ith
landmark is placed in the middle of the longest segment of
the source curve (can be on the target curve depending on
the user; the source curve was used in this study), and its
homologue is placed on the corresponding target curve
segment (Figure 1(b)). Before the (i + 1)th landmark is
added, the landmarks are relaxed from their initial locations
and slid on the curve segments to match each other (this
procedure is called landmark optimization, Figures 1(b) and
1(c)) by minimizing the cost function

M=
∣∣∣∣∣ κSi

max(κS)
− κTi

max(κT)

∣∣∣∣∣+λ ·
(
ΔS
i−1

lS
+
ΔT
i−1

lT

)
, (1)

where S and T indicate the source and target, respectively,
Δi−1 is the displacement of landmarks on the (i − 1)th curve
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Figure 1: An example of the landmark generation and optimization. The left and right columns show the source and target curves,
respectively. (a) The first two landmarks (1 and 2, circled X) and their homologues (1′ and 2′, circled X) are fixed at the two ends of the
corresponding source and target curves. The 3th landmark (3) is placed in the middle of the longest segment of the source curve, and its
homologue (3′) is placed on the target curve. (b) The landmarks (3 and 3′) are then relaxed from their initial locations and slid to match
each other; and the 4th landmark (4) is placed in the middle of the longest segment of the source curve, and its homologue (4′) is placed on
the target curve. (c) The 4th landmarks (4 and 4′) are then relaxed from their initial locations to match each other.

segment, l is the length of the curve segment, and κ is the
local curvature defined by

κ =
∥∥γ̇ × γ̈

∥∥∥∥γ̇∥∥3 , (2)

where γ is a curve, “‖‖” represents the Euclidean distance,
and “·” and “··” are the first and second derivatives, respec-
tively. The first term of the cost function is the difference
between the local curvatures (normalized by the maximum
curvatures of the curve segments) of a source landmark and
the homologous target landmark. The second term is the
displacements of the landmarks from their initial locations
normalized by segment length. The cost function is a combi-
nation of the curvature similarity of the source and target
landmarks and the displacements of the landmarks. The
landmarks are relaxed and moved to match their curvatures
(the first term in (1)) to minimize the cost function, and
their displacements are weighed by the second term. The
weighting parameter λ > 0 regulates the sliding distances of
the landmarks along the contours. By increasing λ, landmark
displacement is restricted. Equation (1) is minimized using

the Nelder-Mead algorithm [18]. When the landmarks have
been optimized, any point-based registration method can
be used to warp the source image and register the source
and target images. We utilized the thin-plate splines [12] to
generate the warping field for registering the target images to
the source in this work.

2.2. Algorithm Evaluation. The landmark generation and
optimization technique was evaluated using two types of
mouse brain imaging studies. In the first study, mouse brain
MRI was nonlinearly registered with histological sections.
The second study examined the ability of the algorithm to
correct geometric distortion of EPI—a fast MRI acquisition
technique. The convergence criterion of the cost function
minimization was set as either landmark displacement of
less than 10−4 pixels in subsequent iterations or a maximum
of 500 iterations, and the weighting factor λ was set to
between 0.2 and 0.3 in both of these studies. The thin-
plate splines, which have been extensively used in medical
image registration [7, 19–30], were used for the nonlinear
transformations. The accuracy of registration between the
transformed source image (MRI in the first study, and EPI
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Figure 2: The registration of MRI and histological slices using optimized landmarks on curves (a) and (b), manually selected discrete
landmarks (c) and (d). The colors of homologous landmarks are matched in (c) and (d). The MRI slice transformed using the thin-plate
splines with optimized landmarks in (a) and (b) is shown in (e), and overlaid on the histological section (f). The average NMI and TRE of
transformed MRI and histological slices in five image pairs (I–V) were shown in (g) and (h), respectively. The NMI and TRE were calculated
on the MRI slices transformed using manually selected “discrete landmarks (LMs)” (black columns), landmarks generated on curves but not
optimized (“Nonoptimized LMs on curves”) (white columns), curve landmarks optimized using (1) (“Optimized LMs on curves”) (gray
columns), and curve landmarks manually refined (“Manually adjusted LMs”) (stripped columns) ∗: P < 0.1; ∗∗: P < 0.05.

in the second study) and the reference image was measured
by two methods using the normalized mutual information
(NMI) and target registration error (TRE), respectively. NMI
is defined as

NMI = (H(St) + H(T))
H(St,T)

, (3)

where H(St) and H(T) are the marginal entropies, respec-
tively, of the transformed source image St and T , and
H(St,T) denotes their joint entropy. TRE [3] is the distance
between a set of target points (PT) and warped correspond-
ing source points (PS). In general,

TRE = T(PS)− PT , (4)

where T is the transformation, which is the thin-plate splines
in this study. Therefore TRE is an array of vectors. In this

study, only the average magnitude of TRE is of interest and
thus reported. The size of the point set was dependent on the
nature of the images, and at least four points were identified
on each pair of images.

2.2.1. Registration of MRI to Histological Sections. Mouse
brains were harvested after 3D T2∗-weighted MRI, fixed
and embedded in paraffin for histological sectioning. The
blockface of the embedded brain was photographed during
sectioning (blockface imaging). Individual blockface images
were stacked to reconstruct the 3D brain volume. Brain slices
were stained with Prussian blue and hematoxylin. The MRI
volume was linearly registered to the blockface volume, and
then computationally resliced in the coronal plane to match
the corresponding histological sections [31, 32]. The MRI
slices and histological sections were then nonlinearly regis-
tered by three experienced technicians using the thin-plate
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Figure 3: The correction of the geometrical distortion on a B0 image (a) in EPI DTI employing the T2-wt image (b) as the reference by
optimized landmarks on curves (a) and (b), and manually selected discrete landmarks (c) and (d). The colors of homologous landmarks are
matched in (c) and (d). The B0 image transformed using the thin-plate splines with optimized landmarks in (a) and (b) is shown in (e), and
overlaid on the T2-wt image plotted in pseudocolor (f). The average NMI and TRE of corrected B0 and T2-wt images in five image pairs
(I–V) were shown in (g) and (h), respectively. NMI and TRE were calculated on the B0 images transformed using manually selected “discrete
landmarks (LMs)” (black columns), landmarks generated on curves but not optimized (“Nonoptimized LMs on curves”) (white columns),
curve landmarks optimized using (1) (“Optimized LMs on curves”) (gray columns), and curve landmarks manually refined (“Manually
adjusted LMs”) (stripped columns) ∗: P < 0.1; ∗∗: P < 0.05.

splines with the landmarks generated and optimized by the
presented technique. The technicians were instructed to draw
the source and target contours and generate curves according
to their knowledge of anatomy. The automatic landmark
optimization technique was evaluated by comparing two
registration results: the first was from landmarks generated
on the user defined contours but adjusted manually by
the technicians, and the other registration was conducted
using discrete landmarks manually selected by the techni-
cians.

2.2.2. Correction of EPI Distortion. Five mice were scanned
with T2-weighted (T2-wt) spin-echo imaging and diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI) with EPI acquisition. The MRI slices
were prescribed at the same anatomical locations in these
scans. In the DTI EPI scan, a baseline image without diffu-
sion weighting (B0) was also acquired. The B0 images were
used as the source images, and the T2-wt images were used
as the target images for registration. Since the B0 image
and all diffusion-weighted images undergo same geometric
distortion, the transformation procured from the T2-wt/B0
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registration is applied to correct the diffusion-weighted
images. The B0 images were registered to the T2-wt images
by the same three technicians in the MRI/histology regis-
tration using manually selected landmarks, landmarks man-
ually adjusted on anatomical contours, and automatically
generated and optimized on contours, respectively.

3. Results

3.1. Registration of MRI to Histological Sections. Figures 2(a)
and 2(b) demonstrate a pair of MRI and histological slices
before coregistration. The curves drawn by a technician and
landmarks generated and optimized on the curves are also
shown on these figures. The transformed MRI and its overlay
on the histological section are shown on Figures 2(e) and
2(f). Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the discrete manually
selected landmarks by a technician. The landmarks that were
manually adjusted on curves are not shown.

Registration results with landmarks generated using
different methods in five pairs of MRI and histological slices
(from Pair I to V) were compared. The mean and standard
error of the NMI and TRE of each pair of images by the three
technicians is presented in Figures 2(g) and 2(h), respectively.
NMI and TRE are shown from the manually selected discrete
landmarks (“discrete landmarks (LMs)” in Figures 2(g)
and 2(h)), landmarks generated on anatomical curves and
optimized using (1) (“Optimized LMs on curves” in Figures
2(g) and 2(h)). The NMI and TRE of landmarks on curves
but not optimized (“Nonoptimized LMs on curves”) and of
landmarks manually adjusted on curves (“Manually adjusted
LMs”) are also presented to investigate the improvement in
registration accuracy resulting from landmark optimization.
The number of optimized, manually adjusted and nonopti-
mized landmarks, was the same on each curve. The nonop-
timized landmarks were obtained by simply generating the
landmarks on the curves without performing optimization
using (1), keeping each landmark at its initial position.

As demonstrated in Figure 2(g) (NMI results) and Fig-
ure 2(h) (TRE results), generating landmarks on anatomical
curves (no matter the landmarks were optimized or not)
either significantly improved registration accuracy (P < 0.05,
paired t-test) or showed a trend towards improvement (0.05
≤ P < 0.10) in all image pairs compared to manually selecting
discreet landmarks. The automatic landmark optimization
using (1) resulted in a trend towards registration accuracy
improvement (0.05 ≤ P < 0.10) in one image pair by NMI
calculations (Figure 2(g)) compared to nonoptimized land-
marks, and a trend towards improvement (0.05 ≤ P <
0.10) in two image pairs by TRE calculations (Figure 2(h)).
Compared to nonoptimized landmarks, manually adjusted
landmarks showed a trend toward improvement in registra-
tion accuracy (0.05 ≤ P < 0.10) on two image pairs by NMI
(Figure 2(g)). The TRE results showed a significant accuracy
improvement (P < 0.05) or a trend towards improvement
(0.05≤ P < 0.10) on three image pairs by manually adjusting
the landmarks (Figure 2(h)). No difference was found
between automatically optimized and manually adjusted
landmarks.

3.2. Correction of EPI Distortion. A typical pair of B0 and T2-
wt images is shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). The geometrical
distortion is evident on the B0 by visual comparison to the
T2-wt images. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the anatomical
curves and optimized landmarks on a pair of T2-wt/B0
images, and the discrete landmarks manually selected by
the same technician are shown in Figures 3(c) and 3(d).
The result of distortion correction using the optimized land-
marks is shown in Figure 3(e). For an improved visualization,
the corrected B0 (in grayscale) is overlaid on the T2-wt image
plotted in pseudocolor in Figure 3(f).

The same statistical analysis was performed in the EPI
distortion correction as for the MRI/histology registration,
allowing a direct comparison of the results (Figures 3(g)
and 3(h)). Generating landmarks on anatomical curves (irre-
spective of whether or not the landmarks were optimized)
either significantly improved registration accuracy (P < 0.05)
or showed a trend towards improvement (0.05 ≤ P < 0.10)
in all image pairs compared to manually selecting discreet
landmarks except in one image pair (in Figure 3(g), by NMI
calculations). The automatic landmark optimization using
(1) resulted in significant accuracy improvement (P < 0.05)
in one image pair and a trend towards registration accuracy
improvement (0.05 ≤ P < 0.10) in two image pairs by NMI
calculations (Figure 3(g)) compared to nonoptimized land-
marks, and a trend towards improvement (0.05 ≤ P < 0.10)
in one image pair by TRE calculations (Figure 3(h)). Com-
pared to nonoptimized landmarks, manually adjusted land-
marks showed a significant improvement (P < 0.05) in reg-
istration accuracy on two image pairs by NMI, and a trend
toward improvement (0.05 ≤ P < 0.10) on one image pair
(Figure 3(g)). The TRE results showed a trend towards im-
provement (0.05 ≤ P < 0.10) on one image pair by man-
ually adjusting the landmarks (Figure 3(h)). No difference
was found between automatically optimized and manually
adjusted landmarks.

4. Discussion

In this study, we developed a landmark generation and opti-
mization technique for point-based nonlinear image regis-
tration methods. This technique extracts landmarks from
the anatomical contours and optimizes the landmark posi-
tions by minimizing the cost function constituted by the
displacements and the local curvatures of the landmarks.
The technique was evaluated in two distinct applications: the
registration of MRI and histological slices and distortion cor-
rection of EPI MRI images. Statistical analyses have shown
that the automation of landmark selection resulted in signif-
icant accuracy improvement in image registration compared
to manually selected landmarks. Although in most exper-
iments the improvement in NMI and TRE resulting from
the landmark optimization was not statistically significant
compared to the results using nonoptimized landmarks, the
trends towards improvement in registration accuracy was
demonstrated in several experiments. Manually adjusting the
landmarks on curves could improve registration accuracy on
several experiments and show a trend towards improvement
in some other experiments. We found no difference in regis-
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tration accuracy between landmark automatic optimization
and manual adjustment. However, automated landmark se-
lection provides increased efficiency by minimizing the re-
quired user intervention.

We used two methods including NMI to validate our
technique. NMI has been intensively used as an image sim-
ilarity measure. It is not a monotonic function of the image
similarity and, thus, may be trapped at local minima when
used as a driving force for image registration. In this study,
the image pairs to compare have all been already registered;
thus, NMI was only calculated on a small interval on which it
is reasonable to think that NMI is monotonic. TRE was also
calculated for the registration evaluation in this study. TRE
is a measure of the registration accuracy of a set of points
on the images. The points for TRE calculation are usually
identified on anatomical features; thereby, the evaluation
may be more meaningful than NMI with regard to the ana-
tomical accuracy of registration.

The anatomical contours were manually drawn in this
study. Border detection methods can be used to automati-
cally identify the contours. It is reasonable to think that auto-
matically generating contours can minimize inter- and intra-
user variance. But on the other hand, some automatic border
detection techniques are more susceptible to noise and
artifacts compared to manual delineation. We are currently
investigating the registration accuracy using different border
detection methods.

Not only can this method be used in imaging studies
similar to those presented here, but also can be used for
multiple brain registration, or similarly, for registration to an
atlas with minimum modification. Before using this method,
a 3-D affine transformation is likely necessary to first align
the brain volumes together, or to the atlas, and then each
brain volume needs to be resliced to match individual brain
slices, or to the atlas slices.

Overall, this method results in improved registration
accuracy and efficiency. However, this technique still requires
user intervention and thus suffers inter- and intra-investi-
gator inconsistencies. We are currently improving this tech-
nique by including the image intensity and more geometrical
information in addition to displacement and curvature to
fully automate the landmark generation process. In this
study, the number of landmarks either manually selected or
automatically generated on curves was determined by the
technicians according to their experience. It is desirable to
precalculate the necessary landmark number for different
landmark generation methods to improve registration accu-
racy. Investigations using previously published methods to
accomplish this automation are underway [33].
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